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This chapter contains the following sections:

- **1.1 Background**
- **1.2 Process**
- **1.3 Applicability**
- **1.4 NMVTIS Processing Timeline**
- **1.5 State Participation**

### 1.1 Background

The National Motor Vehicle Title Information System (NMVTIS) was designed to assist and provide benefits to states’ motor vehicle titling agencies.

The U.S. Department of Justice (USDOJ) is responsible for oversight of the implementation and operation of NMVTIS, and works in partnership with the American Association of Motor Vehicle Administrators (AAMVA). NMVTIS serves as a repository of vehicle related information, which provides states with a mechanism to instantly check all participating states’ vehicle title records to verify the accuracy and legitimacy of title information.

NMVTIS reporting was established according to 49 U.S.C. 30502; therefore, it is federally mandated. Since consumers and states can access the information, the system makes it much easier to detect attempts to use Vehicle Identification Numbers (VINs) from stolen vehicles and destroyed or salvaged vehicles in cloning operations. Although not required, NMVTIS can also serve as a tool for junk and salvage yards to check a vehicle’s title history for any reason before accepting the vehicle into inventory. NMVTIS also contains brand records associated with vehicles, which helps states substantially reduce the omission or washing of value limiting brands.

### 1.2 Process

The process involves each state making some method of an inquiry against the records in the NMVTIS database and resolving any conflicts prior to the state issuing a title. Once a title is issued, each state must provide some basic vehicle and title information to be added to the NMVTIS title history.

The process that Texas utilizes is the batch method. Each night, title records processed that day are evaluated to create a VIN inquiry file, which is then sent to NMVTIS. The following day the title history of the vehicle is returned to the TxDMV. The vehicle record in the Registration and Title System (RTS) is electronically compared to the NMVTIS title history. Any conflicts between the RTS record and the NMVTIS title history, relevant to Texas, may result in an Error or a Warning, such as conflicts of year, make, brands, etc. Conflicts identified as Errors will be printed on each processing county’s NMVTIS.
Inquiry Error Report, for correction within 2 to 3 days of the title application having been processed. Tax Assessor-Collectors (TAC) must review these errors and make any necessary corrections in RTS (which will restart the inquiry process as this is considered a new transaction).

Once a title application has cleared the NMVTIS inquiries with no errors, the transaction is sent to the TxDMV for processing and title release.

Once a title has been released, an update is sent to NMVTIS to add the new Texas title record to the NMVTIS title history.

### 1.3 Applicability

NMVTIS contains title histories on self-propelled vehicles that are designed to operate on public roads. These types of vehicles include passenger vehicles, trucks, truck tractors, motorcycles, mopeds, and buses among others. This includes all title types such as Salvage and Nonrepairable.

Registration Purposes Only (RPO) and non-titled records, which are not ownership records, are not a part of NMVTIS. Additionally, title records for trailers, recreational off-highway vehicles (ROVs), golf carts, and machinery among others are also not included. No inquiry is done against NMVTIS for these types of vehicles or records, thus County TACs will not receive NMVTIS errors for these vehicle types.

### 1.4 NMVTIS Processing Timeline

The inquiry phase of a transaction with NMVTIS typically takes 2 days. In rare situations it may take 3 to 4 days; however, the Vehicle Titles and Registration (VTR) Division will attempt to provide communications to the County TACs when NMVTIS inquiry delays are anticipated. Below are best case examples.
1.5 State Participation

- Day 1: Initial title application is processed at the County TAC’s office
- Day 2: Inquiry made with NMVTIS.
- Day 3: Transaction appears in RTS (end of 48 hour void period). Transactions with errors will be logged on the County TAC’s NMVTIS Inquiry Error Report. These transactions must be pulled for correction and should NOT be sent to the department until corrected or verified as correct.

Note: Transactions processed on Day 1 that do not appear on the error report (on Day 3) can be forwarded to the Department on Day 4. This is consistent with the 3 business day minimum retention of paperwork at the County TAC’s office.

If there is an error that requires correction through RTS: County TAC will correct the error through the Correct Title Rejection event. The “corrected” transaction starts the transaction again at Day 1. RTS corrected transactions will result in a new Document Number (DocNo) and will be processed with that day’s bundle starting the corrected transaction’s cycle back at Day 1. A new inquiry will be done on the corrected transaction along with the other transactions processed that same day.
State Participation

In Development/Not Participating

States that are shown in gray are not participating or providing their motor vehicle records to NMVTIS. For these states, no inquiry can be conducted to validate the surrendered title document. The NMVTIS inquiry will be able to check to see if a more recent title has been issued or if any previously applied brands (by other participating states) are on the NMVTIS history that may not appear on the surrendered title.
Chapter 2

ERRORS

This chapter contains the following:

• 2.1 Errors
• 2.2 NMVTIS HOLD
• 2.3 BRAND HOLD
• 2.4 Error Messages

2.1 Errors

Overview

NMVTIS errors are:

• Conflicts of vehicle (Year, Make, Odometer, etc) and title (jurisdiction and issue date) information between the Texas record in process and NMVTIS
• Omission of a brand that should be carried forward
• Technical issues (these are resolved by TxDMV’s IT department)

There are two types of error reports. Those resulting from the inquiry into NMVTIS, and those resulting from the updating of NMVTIS. All errors require County TAC or TxDMV action.

Inquiry Error Reports

NMVTIS Inquiry errors (except for IT errors) are provided directly to the County TAC processing the title application. NMVTIS Inquiry Error Reports are automatically generated and printed to the County TAC’s RTS Network printer each morning (Workstation 100). Error reports will almost always be available the same morning as the transaction is available in RTS (the morning following the 48 hour void period). However, in some rare situations the error reports may be delayed another day.

If there are no errors for a specific day’s transactions for that County TAC, the report will print indicating that no errors were present. The department will attempt to make notification if no error reports can be generated, and an additional day delay is expected.

The title application must be reviewed to ensure that the identified error is addressed. Errors that cannot be addressed with a correction by the County TAC (Correct Title Rejection event) will require the title application to be placed in the NMVTIS Specially Marked Envelope for the TxDMV NMVTIS Helpdesk to review. Example: NMVTIS indicates Oklahoma issued the most recent title, but the County TAC has accepted an Arkansas title. This is an error that the County TAC cannot resolve as it requires TxDMV research and coordination with Arkansas and Oklahoma.
Summary, Errors, Warnings (SEW) Report

The SEW Report is automatically generated following the daily Texas update to NMVTIS records. It provides a summary count and overview of the update and a break down of any issues. This report is provided to the TxDMV NMVTIS Helpdesk for handling and is not provided to counties for any action.

Corrections

The most common preventable NMVTIS errors will result from data entry errors and omitted brands. It is possible that the ownership document surrendered does not reflect a brand that NMVTIS indicates. This could be a result of the prior state having omitted the brand, or that the prior state did not recognize (and therefore did not carry forward) the indicated brand. (See 5.2 Brands/Remarks not Appearing on Surrendered Document). Refer to Chapter 3, “County Error Corrections” for procedures on correcting NMVTIS related errors.

2.2 NMVTIS HOLD

A “NMVTIS HOLD” remark, containing the date the hold was placed on the record, is automatically applied to the record for ALL transactions that have a NMVTIS error. A “NMVTIS HOLD” functions identically to a “REJECT” remark. It can only be cleared when the transaction is processed through the Correct Title Rejection event in RTS or by the TxDMV. Errors that cannot be corrected by the County TAC through the Correct Title Rejection event must be sent to the TxDMV in a NMVTIS Specially Marked Envelope to allow for review and TxDMV removal of the NMVTIS HOLD.

TITLE REJECTED Also on Record

A NMVTIS HOLD is considered a rejection; therefore, a TITLE REJECTED will also automatically be applied to the same record. Both of these remarks are cleared off at the same time when processing the transaction through the Correct Title Rejection event. It is recommended that the transaction not be processed through the Correct Title Event until such time that all NMVTIS errors and reasons for rejection can be corrected/resolved. This will allow issues to be addressed at once, and no additional work will be required to request another county rejection. If a county rejection is still needed after a NMVTIS related correction, a rejection needs to be requested through the County TAC’s local TxDMV Regional Service Center so a “TITLE REJECTED” remark can be placed back on the record.

2.3 BRAND HOLD

Any transaction with a BRAND HOLD requires the transaction to be sent in the NMVTIS Special Handling Envelope even if the transaction has been corrected to apply the brand.

A “BRAND HOLD” remark, containing the date the hold was placed on the record, is automatically placed on the record for ALL transactions that receive NMVTIS error #910. A “BRAND HOLD” functions similar to the “NMVTIS HOLD” and “TITLE REJECTED” remarks in that it prevents a title from being issued until the BRAND HOLD is removed. The BRAND HOLD can only be removed by the TxDMV. A transaction that...
results in an error for a missing/omitted brand (error #910) will result in a “TITLE REJECTED,” “NMVTIS HOLD,” and a “BRAND HOLD” both being placed on the transaction. Upon processing the correction through the RTS “Correct Title Rejection” event to apply the brand and resolve any other potential errors, the “TITLE REJECTED” and “NMVTIS HOLD” will be removed (pending additional inquiry with NMVTIS); however, the “BRAND HOLD” will remain until the TxDMV removes it.

Any transaction that receives a NMVTIS error #910 and is marked with “BRAND HOLD” must be corrected to apply the brand, and then placed in the NMVTIS Specially Marked Envelope once no other errors remain on the transaction. This is done to allow the TxDMV to review the surrendered ownership evidence. NMVTIS indicated brands that are not reflected on the surrendered ownership evidence will result in the applicant being sent a notification letter. The applicant will be advised of the brand and title issuance being delayed, to afford the applicant sufficient time to respond.

2.4 Error Messages

Below is a comprehensive list of all NMVTIS error codes and messages. Each is followed by an explanation of the error and initial steps for correction. Transaction specific circumstances may dictate other courses of action. Many of these errors will not/should not be seen because RTS is programmed in a manner to prevent them from occurring. However, these errors are designated as a standard by NMVTIS, or are significant to the vehicle’s value, and therefore are designed to appear on the NMVTIS Inquiry Error Report in the event they were to occur.

Errors Possible and/or Require County Handling

• **20A VIN IS LONGER THAN 17 CHARACTERS**
  RTS allows for the capturing of up to 22 characters in the VIN field; however, most VINs are 17 or fewer characters. Review the transaction to ensure that the VIN was correctly entered. If the VIN is legitimately greater than 17 characters, please place this transaction in the NMVTIS Specially Marked Envelope, as the NMVTIS HOLD will need to be removed by the TxDMV.

• **222 VIN POINTER VEHICLE MAKE IS DIFFERENT FROM SURRENDERED TITLE**
  There is a discrepancy between the vehicle’s Make in RTS and in NMVTIS. Review the transaction to ensure the vehicle make on the surrendered ownership evidence was correctly captured in RTS. Correct as needed. If there is a legitimate difference, such as the previous state using a non-standard abbreviation or the vehicle has undergone a major component change, please place this transaction in the NMVTIS Specially Marked Envelope.
• **223 VIN POINTER VEHICLE MODEL YEAR IS DIFFERENT FROM SURRENDERED TITLE**
  
  There is a discrepancy between the vehicle’s Model Year in RTS and in NMVTIS. Check the vehicle model year on the transaction to ensure it matches the vehicle model year on the surrendered ownership evidence. Correct as needed. If there is a legitimate difference, such as the vehicle has undergone a body change or as part of correcting an error, please place this transaction in the NMVTIS Specially Marked Envelope.

• **434 DUPLICATE VIN/MAKE/MODEL YEAR FOUND ON FILE**
  
  There are multiple current NMVTIS records for the VIN/Make/Year combination. Please review the transaction to ensure it was properly captured in RTS. If no other errors are associated with the transaction, please place it in the NMVTIS Specially Marked Envelope.

• **505 CSOT IN PROGRESS**
  
  Another state has a title in process for this VIN. States that participate in the “integrated” or live version of NMVTIS provide updates in real time (Texas does not) which updates the NMVTIS record as they are processing a transaction. Please examine the transaction to ensure it was properly captured in RTS and that no other errors are associated with this same transaction. Process the transaction through the Correct Title Rejection event in RTS making no changes to the record (unless required to resolve other errors). If this same error is generated on the transaction processed through the Correct Title Rejection event (and is the only error), place this transaction in the NMVTIS Specially Marked Envelope.

• **533 UNDO CSOT IN PROGRESS**
  
  Another state is in the process of removing its title record from NMVTIS. This could mean that the title accepted to support the Texas application may no longer be valid. Please review the transaction to ensure it was properly captured in RTS and that no other errors are associated with this same transaction. Process the transaction through the Correct Title Rejection event in RTS making no changes to the record (unless required to resolve other errors). If this same error is generated on the transaction processed through the Correct Title Rejection event (and is the only error), place this transaction in the NMVTIS Specially Marked Envelope.

• **535 VIN POINTER ODOMETER READING IS GREATER THAN NEW READING**
  
  The odometer reading in NMVTIS is higher than the odometer captured on the Texas transaction. Review the transaction to ensure the odometer was correctly entered. The odometer must be increased if it was incorrectly entered into RTS or if the owner reports a corrected odometer. Otherwise, the record must be branded NOT ACTUAL MILEAGE in RTS upon the County TAC notifying the owner. Refer to Chapter 3, Section 3.5 Correcting Odometer Errors (Error #535).
• **902 NO VIN POINTER RECORD FOR EXISTING VIN**
The transaction in RTS indicates a title type (other than a Manufacturer’s Certificate of Origin) was accepted from a NMVTIS participating state; however, NMVTIS does not have a record of this title. Please verify the title used to support the transaction and ensure it was correctly captured in RTS. If the title information was correctly entered and no correction is necessary, please place this transaction in the NMVTIS Specially Marked Envelope.

• **903 VIN POINTER RECORD FOUND FOR NEW VIN**
Manufacturer’s Certificate of Origin was selected as the ownership evidence type; however, NMVTIS indicates a title has been issued for this VIN. Please review the application and ownership evidence to ensure the VIN was properly entered into RTS. This situation may arise from an incorrectly entered VIN, switched evidence that was not properly corrected, or a cloned vehicle. If the documentation indicates the selection of MCO was correct and the VIN is entered correctly on the transaction, please place this transaction in the NMVTIS Specially Marked Envelope.

• **904 VIN ON VIN POINTER IS DIFFERENT FROM TX VIN**
A title history for this VIN was found; however, NMVTIS indicates that the VIN has been replaced by another state assigned VIN. Review the VIN on the application and ownership evidence surrendered. If the VIN has been correctly entered into RTS, please place this transaction in the NMVTIS Specially Marked Envelope.

• **905 VIN POINTER JURISDICTION IS DIFFERENT FROM SURRENDERED TITLE**
The NMVTIS title history indicates that a different state has issued the most recent title for this VIN than was captured in RTS. Please review the transaction to ensure the correct Previous Title information was captured in RTS. If no corrections are needed, please place this transaction in the NMVTIS Specially Marked Envelope.

• **907 VIN POINTER TITLE ISSUE DATE IS DIFFERENT FROM SURRENDERED TITLE**
The NMVTIS title history indicates a different issue date for the most recent title that has been issued for this VIN than was captured in RTS. Please review the transaction to ensure the correct previous title information was captured in RTS. If no corrections are required, please place this transaction in the NMVTIS Specially Marked Envelope.

• **910 NMVTIS HAS BRAND <BRAND> FROM <BRNDR> THAT TX DOES NOT**
NMVTIS indicates that a brand (which will appear in lieu of <BRAND>) that Texas would carry forward is in the NMVTIS title history, but does not appear on the Texas record. The <BRNDR> will be the state or jurisdiction that applied the brand. Review the ownership evidence type surrendered to ensure a brand was not omitted. It is possible that the prior state did not recognize a particular brand; therefore, it does not appear on the title surrendered. ALL NMVTIS indicated brands should be carried forward to the Texas title whether they appear on the ownership evidence or not. After applying the brand, even if the transaction is free of any other errors, always place any
transaction that had an error for a missing/omitted brand in the NMVTIS Specially Marked Envelope even if the NMVTIS HOLD has been cleared (Also see Chapter 2, Section 2.3 BRAND HOLD and Chapter 5, Section 5.2 Brands/Remarks not Appearing on Surrendered Document).

- **912 VIN HAS CHANGED; VIN ON PREVIOUS TITLE IS <PREVVIN>**
  NMVTIS indicates that the VIN associated with this vehicle has changed. Ensure the VIN was correctly captured on the Texas transaction from the ownership evidence surrendered. If no RTS correction is required, please place this transaction in the NMVTIS Specially Marked Envelope.

- **913 BRAND 34 - MEMORANDUM COPY-TITLE IS FACSIMILE**
  The ownership evidence surrendered to support the transaction may not be a valid title. Please review the evidence surrendered to ensure it is a valid ownership document. If it is determined the document is not valid, please notify the customer accordingly. If further research is required or the document appears to be valid, please place this transaction in the NMVTIS Specially Marked Envelope.

- **914 BRAND 43 - VIN REPLACED BY STATE ASSIGNED VIN**
  The VIN entered in RTS was replaced by a new state assigned VIN at some prior time. A title should not be issued with this VIN. This brand may be used on Rebuilt Vehicles. Review the transaction and ensure the VIN matches the ownership evidence surrendered. If no changes to the VIN are necessary based on the evidence provided with the application for Texas title, please place this transaction in the NMVTIS Specially Marked Envelope.

- **915 BRAND 44 - GRAY MARKET-NOT IN COMPLIANCE WITH US STANDARDS**
  This vehicle has been determined as a Gray Market Vehicle by a previous jurisdiction. Unless appropriate documentation was submitted with this transaction to prove the vehicle complies with US Standards, this vehicle cannot be titled. Notify the customer accordingly. If appropriate documentation was presented with the application, please place this transaction in the NMVTIS Specially Marked Envelope.

- **916 BRAND 77 - CALL TITLE DIVISION**
  A previous jurisdiction has identified an issue with the vehicle (almost exclusively involving the odometer). Please review the transaction to ensure it was properly captured in RTS. Provide an electronic copy of the transaction to your local TxDMV Regional Service Center and retain the paperwork until further instruction is provided. The TxDMV Regional Service Center will coordinate with the TxDMV NMVTIS Helpdesk to determine the proper course of action.

- **998 VIN INQUIRY ERROR**
  The inquiry for this VIN’s title history was not successful. Process the transaction through the Correct Title Rejection event in RTS making no changes to the record (unless required to resolve other errors). If this same error is generated a second time on the transaction processed through the Correct Title Rejection event (and is the only error), place this transaction in the NMVTIS Specially Marked Envelope.
• **999 BRAND INQUIRY ERROR**
The inquiry for this VIN’s brand history was not successful. Process the transaction through the Correct Title Rejection event in RTS making no changes to the record (unless required to resolve other errors). If this same error is generated a second time on the transaction processed through the Correct Title Rejection event (and is the only error), place this transaction in the NMVTIS Specially Marked Envelope.

**Errors Unlikely and/or Not Possible for County Handling**

These errors are generally limited to the SEW Report handled by the TxDMV and should not be received by a County TAC. In the unlikely event that a County TAC office receives any of these types of errors, they should review the transaction to ensure all the information was properly carried forward from the previous title. If the transaction appears to be correct, the transaction should be placed in the NMVTIS Specially Marked Envelope, so that the TxDMV NMVTIS Helpdesk can review and process as necessary.

• **319 BRAND DATE BEFORE MODEL YEAR**
The brand date (which in Texas is generally the same as the title issuance date) is for a vehicle two or more model years later. A brand (or title) cannot be more than two years prior to the model year of the vehicle (Ex. A title could not be issued for a 2016 model year vehicle in 2014). Review the transaction to ensure the information was properly entered into RTS. If no corrections are necessary, please place this transaction in the NMVTIS Specially Marked Envelope.

• **320 TITLE DATE BEFORE MODEL YEAR**
The title issuance date for a vehicle record is two or more model years later. A title cannot be more than two years prior to the model year of the vehicle (Ex. A title could not be issued for a 2016 model year vehicle in 2014). Review the transaction to ensure the information was properly entered into RTS. If no corrections are necessary, please place this transaction in the NMVTIS Specially Marked Envelope.

• **401 TITLE EXISTS FOR THIS VIN/SOT/TITLE #**
This error is a post title issuance error that would appear only on a SEW Report and will not be seen by County TAC offices. Indicates that there is an exact match on NMVTIS of the VIN and title information combination which should not be possible with the issuance of a new title.

• **402 SAME VIN PROVIDED MORE THAN ONCE**
This error is a post title issuance error that would appear only on a SEW Report and will not be seen by County TAC offices. Indicates that we are providing two title records for the same VIN on the same day.

• **405 VIN/SOT/TITLE NUMBER NOT ON FILE**
This error would only result from a change to a title record via the RTS Mainframe to certain key fields, when these key fields are also reported to NMVTIS. Once these changes are made, the existing record on NMVTIS will also be updated. If the record cannot be located in NMVTIS based on the VIN and Texas Title information, this error will be generated on the SEW Report. It cannot appear on the NMVTIS Inquiry Error Report.
• **407 OLD VIN/SOT/TITLE NUMBER NOT ON FILE**  
A series of unique events would need to occur for this error to be experienced. Please review the transaction to ensure all the vehicle and previous title information was accurately captured. If no corrections are needed, please place this transaction in the NMVTIS Specially Marked Envelope.

• **413 UNABLE TO UNDO - WILL CREATE A DUPLICATE TITLE**  
A title record was deleted or purged from the RTS Mainframe. As a result an undo request is sent to NMVTIS to remove the title record. If this removal will cause a duplicate title, an error is generated. This error will be generated on the SEW Report and cannot appear on the NMVTIS Inquiry Error Report. TxDMV will coordinate with AAMVA or via the Web Interface to remove the Texas title record from NMVTIS. This error will not be experienced by County TAC offices.

• **421 MORE THAN ONE RECORD FOUND FOR THIS BRAND**  
This error is specific to the State of New York applying a brand to a vehicle. This error will not be experienced by County TAC offices.

• **423 BRANDER NOT ON FILE**  
Indicates that Texas is not on file to apply brands. This is an IT issue. This error will not be experienced by County TAC offices.

• **425 DUPLICATE VIN/BRANDER/BRAND CODE/DATE ON INPUT**  
Brands are only placed on the NMVTIS record one time unless the brand was changed and then needs to be reapplied. Such as a vehicle becoming salvaged, then being rebuilt and then becoming salvage again. This error results when a state attempts to add the same brand with the same brand date any subsequent time without some intermediary brand change. This error will not be experienced by County TAC offices.

• **427 BRAND EXISTS FOR VIN/BRANDER/BRAND CODE/DATE**  
Similar to Error 425. This error will not be experienced by County TAC offices.

• **435 BRAND CODE NOT STORED ON BRAND FILE**  
Each brand has an associated code. This error would occur if Texas attempted to send a brand (by a brand code) that did not exist on NMVTIS. This error will not be experienced by County TAC offices.

• **519 TITLE ISSUE DATE BEFORE VIN POINTER DATE**  
Conflict between the title issue dates on certain files being sent to NMVTIS after the Texas title has been issued. This error will not be experienced by a County TAC.

• **524 INPUT TITLE ISSUE DATE SAME AS CURRENT RECORD**  
This error would occur for a state that issues multiple titles for the same vehicle in the same day. For these states, a sequential identifier to establish which title is the most current of those issued on that day would be needed. Texas does not issue multiple titles on the same day, therefore this error will not be experienced.
• **537 CORRECTIVE UNDO ISSUED - WAITING FOR UPDATE**
  Another state is in the process of removing its title record from NMVTIS to process a correction. This could mean that the title accepted to support the Texas application may no longer be valid. Please review the transaction to ensure it was properly captured in RTS and that no other errors are associated with this same transaction. Process the transaction through the Correct Title Rejection event in RTS making no changes to the record (unless required to resolve other errors). If this same error is generated on the transaction processed through the Correct Title Rejection event (and is the only error), place this transaction in the NMVTIS Specially Marked Envelope.

• **543 BRAND 43 ISSUED; VIN <VIN> SHOULD NOT BE USED**
  The VIN entered in RTS was replaced by a new state assigned VIN at some prior time. A title should not be issued with this VIN. This brand may be used on Rebuilt Vehicles. Review the transaction and ensure the VIN matches the ownership evidence type surrendered. This error would be identified as Error 914 during Inquiry. Error 543 appears on the SEW Report only.

• **544 BRAND 43 ISSUED; PREV VIN <VIN> SHOULD NOT BE USED**
  Similar to 543 BRAND 43 ISSUED; VIN <VIN> SHOULD NOT BE USED. Involves a complexity in the vehicle’s title history. Handle in the same manner as Error 543.
This chapter contains the following sections:

- **3.1 Review**
- **3.2 Correction Required**
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- **3.5 Correcting Odometer Errors (Error #535)**
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### 3.1 Review

When a County TAC receives notification of a NMVTIS error on a transaction that was processed in their office, they should review the transaction, paying attention to the area the error addresses. Ensure that the VIN, Make, Model Year and the Previous Title fields were properly entered into RTS. A majority of errors occur as a result of data entry errors.

Any transaction with a NMVTIS error will automatically have a NMVTIS HOLD placed on the record. This will be displayed in RTS in the remarks field.

#### Multiple Errors for the Same Transaction

It is probable that a single mistake will result in multiple errors.

For example, if a VIN is incorrectly entered, it is likely to result in errors for Year, Make, Odometer, VIN, Title Jurisdiction, Issue Date, possibly for brands, and more. When multiple errors are generated for the same transaction, it is possible that correcting a single mistake will resolve all NMVTIS Errors. If the wrong VIN is entered, the inquiry is done on the wrong VIN thus all the errors. When the NMVTIS title history is compared to the Texas record, it will likely not match ANY of the information captured in RTS.

Upon reviewing, if certainty is established that the transaction has been properly captured in RTS and there appears to be no action that can be taken to resolve the error(s), then there is potentially a larger problem that needs to be investigated by the Department to resolve it. In any situation where an error correction cannot be processed through the Correct Title Rejection event, the transaction should be placed in the NMVTIS Specially Marked Envelope.

### 3.2 Correction Required

Whenever a correction is required, the County TAC should process it through the Correct Title Rejection event when possible. If a transaction has been sent for imaging, the Regional Service Center (RSC) may be contacted to confirm the error in film (if needed); otherwise, the rejection correction should be processed. The RSC will not provide copies of the paperwork from film. For webDEALER transactions, copies of the imaged transaction must be printed from the webDEALER application when available and surrendered upon submission to the department or imaging vendor.
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When pulling and reviewing a transaction, the first item that should be checked is the VIN, especially when there are multiple errors associated with that transaction. If an error is isolated to one specific area, such as a vehicle make, review the surrendered documentation and the Texas transaction to ensure they are identical. Generally speaking, counties will only be able to resolve data entry related errors, so in essence the County TAC should be double checking all the data entry on a transaction that has a NMVTIS error or applying any missing/omitted brands. (Refer to 5.2 Brands/Remarks not Appearing on Surrendered Document).

General instructions are provided in Chapter 2, “Errors” for each error.

**Note:** As with any other transaction that is processed through the Correct Title Rejection event, a new Doc No is assigned. As such, the corrected transaction is placed with the other transactions processed on the same day as the correction and NOT back in with the transactions from the original day of processing. Once the transaction is corrected, it is essentially a new transaction. It will go through the inquiry process (again) with all the other transactions processed on the same day as the correction. This is to ensure that the correction was in fact processed, and that no further errors are present or that no new errors have arisen.

### 3.3 Correction Not Possible or Not Appropriate

There may be valid reasons for an error to occur that a County TAC is unable to resolve by making data entry changes in RTS, or when a correction is not appropriate. An example would be when a vehicle is titled in another state in a manner that is not consistent with standards, such as a Chevrolet having a make of CHVY, but in Texas we title as CHEV. In this circumstance, the transaction cannot be fixed and should be placed in a NMVTIS Specially Marked Envelope so that the department can remove the error from the record in order to release the transaction and issue the title.

Another example is when Texas titles a new vehicle from a Manufacturer’s Certificate of Origin, but NMVTIS indicates a prior title history. Upon review, if the VIN was correctly entered, this transaction should be placed in the NMVTIS Specially Marked Envelope so that the department can review and contact the appropriate individuals and states to determine the appropriate course of action.

General instructions are provided in Chapter 2, “Errors” for each error. This includes the specific Errors where county corrections are not possible or appropriate once the VIN has been verified as correctly entered.

### 3.4 Corrections Required and Not Required on Same VIN

It is possible that a single transaction could have multiple errors, each of which may be handled differently. County TACs will need to correct the errors they can resolve with the understanding that the errors they cannot resolve will be generated again for that day’s NMVTIS Inquiries. Once County TACs have resolved all errors that require their processing, and only errors that cannot be resolved or do not require action remain, the transaction should be placed in the NMVTIS Specially Marked Envelope and sent to the TxDMV.
Note: Please correct any data entry errors that can be processed through the Correct Title Rejection event first, before submitting the transaction in the NMVTIS Specially Marked Envelope.

Example: NMVTIS indicates two errors for the same VIN. The errors are for the wrong Make (Error #222) and wrong Year Model (Error #223). Upon review it was identified that the year model had incorrectly been entered into RTS as a 2005 when it should have been a 2006. However, the second error was because the vehicle was captured as CHEV, but the previous State reported it as CHVY. The County TAC should process the correction through the Correct Title Rejection event and fix the year model and place the transaction with the bundle from the day of correction. Two days later when the NMVTIS Inquiry error report is generated, this transaction will generate another error (the same error) for the wrong Make (Error #222). No other errors are reported. This transaction should now be pulled and placed in the NMVTIS Specially Marked Envelope and forwarded to the TxDMV for handling.

3.5 Correcting Odometer Errors (Error #535)

If an odometer error is identified as a result of a NMVTIS inquiry, there are two options available for resolving the odometer error.

The first option is a statement of fact from the buyer and seller at the time the error occurred. This may not be the current buyer and seller. If the odometer is incorrect on the surrendered evidence of ownership and the current applicant is attempting to correct the odometer error, the buyer and seller from the prior transaction where the error occurred will be required to provide the statement of fact.

If the error occurred on an out of state document, documentation or a statement of fact from the previous state’s titling entity is required.

If unable to obtain an appropriately completed statement of fact, the second option is to apply the “NOT ACTUAL MILEAGE” brand to the record with the title applicant’s acknowledgment.

3.6 NMVTIS Specially Marked Envelope

A NMVTIS Specially Marked Envelope is a county supplied, 8 ½" x 11" envelope with “NMVTIS” written on it.

When a County TAC office is unable to resolve errors via data entry corrections through the Correct Title Rejection event in RTS, the transaction should be placed in the NMVTIS Specially Marked Envelope and sent to the TxDMV. TxDMV NMVTIS Helpdesk personnel will review the transaction and determine the appropriate course of action, which may include returning the transaction to the County TAC with instructions for correction.

When sending a transaction via the NMVTIS Specially Marked Envelope, please write the error number(s) in the top right corner of the transaction to better assist the TxDMV NMVTIS Helpdesk in researching and resolving the errors. Include your contact information if appropriate to the circumstances.
This chapter contains the following sections:

- 4.1 Overview of Warnings
- 4.2 Warning Messages

4.1 Overview of Warnings

NMVTIS warnings are:

- Conflicts of vehicle or title information between the Texas record in process and the NMVTIS title history
- General indicator of a potential issue
- Technical issues (these are resolved by TxDMV’s IT department)

All NMVTIS Warnings are placed on a NMVTIS report handled by the TxDMV NMVTIS Helpdesk. The most common warnings will involve a conflict between the previous title number and duplicate VIN pointers. These warnings will be reviewed and any action required will be handled by the department or coordinated by the department through the County TAC. These will not be directly provided to the counties for review or action.

NMVTIS warnings do NOT result in the placement of the NMVTIS HOLD remark on the transaction.

4.2 Warning Messages

- **221 MAKE CONTAINS INVALID VALUE <MAKE>**
The vehicle make that Texas is sending to update NMVTIS is not one of the established makes in the NMVTIS system. This will be common for vehicles that are titled with unusual makes or assembled vehicles. Texas titles assembled vehicles as ASVE, but this is not an established make in NMVTIS, so a warning will be generated to ensure the make is actually correct.

- **335 ODOMETER READING EQUALS ZERO**
RTS does not allow the entry of zeros (0). This warning should not be experienced.

- **426 DUPLICATE VIN CREATED BY BATCH UPDATE**
The Texas record was accepted; however, the previous record was not moved into history behind Texas. This may or may not be a valid duplicate. In most cases, a Duplicate VIN Pointer is NOT valid. A duplicate may be caused because the prior vehicle information that NMVTIS shows does not exactly match the vehicle information updated by Texas. This should be resolved by asking the other state to move their record into history when it is confirmed the two records are for the same vehicle. This warning is only possible on the SEW Report.
• **438 DUPLICATE VIN CREATED BY RECORD RESTORATION**
  A record that was previously deleted from NMVTIS was restored, but created a Duplicate VIN Pointer. This should be an unlikely occurrence for Texas. Handle in the same manner as Warning 426. This warning is only possible on the SEW Report.

• **508 CSOT OVER 90 DAYS OLD**
  This warning is associated with Texas record changes or deletions. NMVTIS creates a snapshot of a vehicle’s NMVTIS record when it accepts an update. When a state is the Current State of Title, it will also be the Current State of Title in the NMVTIS History file. When the Current State of Title does not match in NMVTIS’s current title records and history title records, NMVTIS evaluates the issue date of the most recent title in its current title history file. If the issue date is more than 90 days old, a warning is generated.

• **530 JURISDICTION HAS PURGED OR ARCHIVED DETAIL**
  This warning is a result of a NMVTIS record that is being added or modified and also being marked as something other than “AVAILABLE”.

• **906 VIN POINTER TITLE NBR IS DIFFERENT FROM SURRENDERED TITLE**
  The title number entered into RTS does not match the most recent title number in NMVTIS. Unless this warning comes in conjunction with Errors 905 and 907, it is likely a typographical error occurred.

• **917 SURRENDERED TITLE ISSUE DATE IS NOT AN EXACT MATCH**
  The title issue date captured in RTS is within 10 days of the latest title issue date reported to NMVTIS; however, it is not an exact match.

• **996 VIN INQUIRY WARNING (MAX 1 PER VIN)**
  A VIN was included twice in the inquiry file for the same day to obtain a NMVTIS title history. A VIN should only be inquired on once per day via the batch inquiry method.

• **997 BRAND INQUIRY WARNING (MAX 1 PER BRAND)**
  A VIN was included twice in the inquiry file for the same day to obtain a NMVTIS brand history. A VIN should only be inquired on once per day via the batch inquiry method.
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### 5.1 NMVTIS Brands

NMVTIS provides for dozens of brands, many of which Texas does not use, carry forward, or recognize. Below is a list of NMVTIS brand codes and names that are recognized by Texas (as some equivalent), followed by their NMVTIS definitions. NMVTIS only maintains a record of permanent brands (such as Salvage or Junk), and not those that may be temporary (such as Bond Posted or Memorandum Copy). Temporary brands are available for state-to-state inquiries, which Texas does not participate in at this time.

#### Vehicle/Title

- **01 FLOOD DAMAGE**
  Vehicle damaged by freshwater flood (or it is unknown whether the damage was caused by fresh water or salt water).

- **02 FIRE DAMAGE**
  Vehicle damaged by fire.

- **04 SALT WATER DAMAGE**
  Vehicle damaged by saltwater flood.

- **07 DISMANTLED**
  The vehicle can only be sold as parts and cannot be legally driven.

- **08 JUNK**
  Vehicle is incapable of safe operation for use on the roads or highways and has no resale value except as a source of parts or scrap, or the vehicle’s owner has irreversibly designated the vehicle as a source of parts or scrap. This vehicle shall never be titled or registered. Also known as non-repairable, scrapped, or destroyed.

- **09 REBUILT**
  The vehicle, previously branded “salvage”, has passed anti-theft and safety inspections, or other jurisdiction procedures, to ensure the vehicle was rebuilt to required standards. Also known as prior salvage (salvaged).
• 10 RECONSTRUCTED
A vehicle that has been permanently altered from original construction by removing, adding, or substituting major components.

• 11 SALVAGE--DAMAGE OR NOT SPECIFIED
Any vehicle which has been wrecked, destroyed, or damaged to the extent that the total estimated or actual cost of parts and labor to rebuild or reconstruct the vehicle to its pre-accident condition, and for legal operation on roads or highways, exceeds a jurisdiction-defined percentage of the retail value of the vehicle. The retail value of the vehicle is determined by a current edition of a nationally recognized compilation (to include automated databases) of retail values. Also includes any vehicle to which an insurance company acquires ownership pursuant to a damage settlement, or any vehicle that the vehicle’s owner may wish to designate as a salvage vehicle by obtaining a salvage title, without regard to extent of the vehicle’s damage and repairs, or any vehicle for which the jurisdiction cannot distinguish the reason the vehicle was designated salvage.

• 16 SALVAGE RETENTION
The vehicle is branded salvage and is kept by the owner.

• 23 WARRANTY RETURN
Vehicle returned to the manufacturer because of a breach in the warranty.

• 28 STREET ROD
The vehicle has been modified in a manner that it no longer conforms with the manufacturers specifications, and the modifications adhere to jurisdiction-specific criteria.

• 30 REPLICA
A vehicle with a body built to resemble and be a reproduction of another vehicle of a given year and given manufacturer.

• 31 TOTALED
A vehicle that is declared a total loss by a jurisdiction or an insurer that is obligated to cover the loss or that the insurer takes possession of or title to.

• 32 OWNER RETAINED
A vehicle that has been declared by the insurance company to be a total loss but the owner maintains possession and ownership of the vehicle.

• 34 MEMORANDUM COPY
Title document is a facsimile title and not the active title document.

• 38 PRIOR OWNER RETAINED
A vehicle that was previously branded owner retained and was sold. The new owner’s title contains this brand.

• 43 VIN REPLACED BY A NEW STATE ASSIGNED VIN
A title should not be issued for the VIN. This brand can be issued for rebuilt vehicles.
• **45 GRAY MARKET**
  Vehicle was manufactured for use outside the United States and has been brought into the United States. The vehicle is not in compliance with applicable federal standards.

• **47 MANUFACTURER BUY BACK**
  A vehicle that has been bought back by the manufacturer under jurisdiction-defined regulations or laws, such as lemon laws. For example, the manufacturer could be obligated to buy back the vehicle when a specified number of repair attempts fails to correct a major problem on a new vehicle, or if a new vehicle has been out of service for repair of the same problem for a cumulative period of 30 days or more, within one year of purchase.

• **50 SALVAGE--REASONS OTHER THAN DAMAGE OR STOLEN**
  Any vehicle the reporting jurisdiction considers salvage based on criteria, such as abandonment, not covered by the Salvage--Damage or Not Specified and Salvage--Stolen brands.

• **52 PRIOR NON-REPAIRABLE / REPAIRED**
  A vehicle constructed by repairing a vehicle that has been destroyed or declared to be non-repairable or otherwise declared to not be eligible for titling because of the extent of damage to the vehicle but has been issued a title pursuant to state law after falling within this criterion with this brand on the face of the certificate of title.

• **53 CRUSHED**
  The frame or chassis of the vehicle has been crushed or otherwise destroyed so that it is physically impossible to use it in constructing a vehicle.

• **56 EXPORT ONLY VEHICLE**
  A salvage or junk vehicle sold for exportation outside of the United States and/or its territories is not eligible for re-title/re-registration for on-road use in the United States.

**Odometer**

• **68 ACTUAL**
  The true mileage for the vehicle.

• **69 NOT ACTUAL**
  The odometer reading is known to be other than the true mileage for the vehicle.

• **70 NOT ACTUAL - ODOMETER TAMPERING VERIFIED**
  The odometer reading is known to be other than the true mileage for the vehicle, due to tampering.

• **71 EXEMPT FROM ODOMETER DISCLOSURE**
  The vehicle falls within criteria that allow it to change ownership without disclosure of the odometer reading.

• **72 EXCEEDS MECHANICAL LIMITS**
  The odometer reading is less than the true mileage of the vehicle because the odometer cannot display the total number of true miles.
• **73 ODOMETER MAY BE ALTERED**
  The titling authority has reason to believe that the odometer reading does not reflect
  the true mileage of the vehicle because of an alteration to the odometer.

• **74 ODOMETER REPLACED**
  The odometer in the vehicle is not the odometer put in the vehicle when manufactured.

• **76 ODOMETER DISCREPANCY**
  The titling authority has reason to believe that the odometer reading does not reflect
  the true mileage of the vehicle because of known previous recorded values of
  odometer for the vehicle.

• **77 CALL TITLE DIVISION**
  The titling authority knows of some problem with the odometer reading that it cannot
  print on a title. Titling authority will discuss the problem (manual process) with
  authorized inquirers.

  **Note:** The NMVTIS Inquiry Error Report will show an error stating that NMVTIS
  has brand 69 or 72 that Texas does not on a vehicle that has a NOT ACTUAL
  MILEAGE or EXCEEDS MECHANICAL LIMITS in another state and
  Texas changed the odometer to show EXEMPT. Update RTS to reflect the
  NOT ACTUAL MILEAGE or EXCEEDS MECHANICAL LIMITS brand
  and mileage if reported. The odometer brand must be retained even once the
  vehicle becomes exempt from odometer disclosure.

  The NMVTIS Inquiry Error Report will show an error stating that NMVTIS
  has brand 71 that Texas does not on a vehicle previously reported as exempt
  from odometer disclosure. Update RTS to reflect NOT ACTUAL MILEAGE
  when this error is generated.

**MISCELLANEOUS**

• **90 PENDING JUNK AUTOMOBILE - CARS.gov**
  The NHTSA Consumer Assistance to Recycle and Save Act of 2009 (CARS) program
  is processing an application which, if approved, will render this vehicle incapable of
  operating on public roads and highways. The vehicle will have no value except as a
  source of parts or scrap, shall be crushed or shredded within a specified time period
  (including the engine block), and shall not be exported prior to crushing or shredding.

• **91 JUNK AUTOMOBILE - CARS.gov**
  Pursuant to the Consumer Assistance to Recycle and Save Act of 2009 (CARS) this
  vehicle is incapable of operating on public streets, roads, and highways. The vehicle
  has no value except as a source of parts or scrap, shall be crushed or shredded within a
  specified time period (including the engine block), and shall not be exported prior to
  crushing or shredding.
5.2 Brands/Remarks not Appearing on Surrendered Document

All NMVTIS indicated brands must be applied to a Texas record, or the correct Texas ownership document must be applied for and issued. If NMVTIS indicates an error for missing/omitted brands, review the surrendered ownership document to ensure it was not omitted in error. Whether the brand/remark does or does not appear on the surrendered ownership document, the brand/remark must be applied, and the County TAC must also place a note on the transaction for “OMITTED BRAND” and place it in the NMVTIS Specially Marked Envelope. (Refer to Chapter 2, Section 2.3 BRAND HOLD). If the brand was originally omitted in error, the title will be issued to the applicant. However, if the brand does not appear on the surrendered ownership evidence, the TxDMV will send the customer a letter notifying them of the value limiting remark/brand that was applied to their title that did not appear on the document they surrendered with dispute procedures. The TxDMV will delay issuing the Texas title for 10 days to allow for the customer to receive the correspondence and respond if necessary.

Salvage or Nonrepairable (JUNK)

Salvage

When the NMVTIS Inquiry Error Report indicates that a vehicle has been reported as salvage (NMVTIS Brands #02, 11, 16, 31, 32, 50), the applicant will be required to complete the rebuilt process (and complete the Rebuilt Vehicle Statement (Form VTR-61)) and pay the $65 Rebuilt Fee before a Texas Title will be issued. Since customer action is required before a County TAC can correct or resubmit the transaction, the County TAC’s office should follow their internal office procedures for contacting the customer. NMVTIS indicated SALVAGE vehicles should be handled in the same manner as when the customer presents ownership evidence for which the Texas record indicates the vehicle was Owner Retained. Upon receipt of the Rebuilt Vehicle Statement (Form VTR-61) and payment of the $65 Rebuilt Fee, the County TAC’s office must brand the vehicle REBUILT SALVAGE and then submit the transaction in the NMVTIS Specially Marked Envelope. Do not brand the vehicle REBUILT SALVAGE without the Rebuilt Vehicle Statement (Form VTR-61) and the $65 Rebuilt Fee; doing so will result in the transaction being rejected back to the county tax assessor-collector’s office.

Note: Ensure the ownership evidence that was submitted does not already indicate the vehicle was rebuilt. If the vehicle was already rebuilt, apply the rebuilt salvage brand to the Texas record through the Correct Title Rejection event. This will resolve the NMVTIS Error.

The applicant’s only other options are to furnish evidence that the vehicle has previously been through the rebuilt process in another jurisdiction and branded as Rebuilt Salvage, or that the vehicle was reported as Salvage in error. The applicant will need to provide, on the branding state’s letterhead, a statement that the Salvage designation was reported in error and/or is not reflected on their vehicle record.

If the customer provides the letterhead, attach it with the transaction, and submit it to the department in the NMVTIS Specially Marked Envelope for further processing.
Note: When a vehicle has been rebuilt, the error will indicate the omitted brand as Rebuilt Salvage. “Salvage” will only be reported when NMVTIS does not indicate the vehicle has been rebuilt in another jurisdiction.

Nonrepairable (JUNKED)
When the NMVTIS Inquiry Error Report indicates that a vehicle has been reported as JUNKED (NMVTIS Brands #07, 08, 53, 90, 91), place the transaction, including the original ownership evidence, in the NMVTIS Specially Marked Envelope. Please do not remove the original ownership evidence, and please do not return any documentation to the applicant. No further county action is required. There is no need to contact the customer in any manner. TxDMV will research the janked designation and notify the customer if required. TxDMV verifies the brand with the reporting state and ensures the vehicle has not been rebuilt in a state where it is legal to repair janked vehicles. TxDMV will contact the customer, return paperwork, and provide refunds, if the vehicle is janked and not legally rebuilt.

Note: The NMVTIS Inquiry Error Report will show an error if NMVTIS returns a brand code 56 for a salvage or nonrepairable vehicle sold for export only. These vehicles cannot be titled in Texas. Send the transaction, including the original ownership evidence, in a NMVTIS Specially Marked Envelope.

Customer Dispute
When a customer disputes the application of a brand/remark to the Texas record, the customer will have to provide an original letterhead from the state that applied the brand. The documentation must indicate one of the following:

- The state applied the brand in error; and/or
- The state’s records do not indicate that brand.

The customer will be required to submit the original letterhead from the branding state, the Texas title (if issued), and a request to review/remove the brand to the TxDMV. These documents must be mailed to:

Texas Department of Motor Vehicles  
Vehicle Titles and Registration Division  
P.O. Box 26420  
Austin, TX 78755-0420

Upon receipt, TxDMV will contact the state to verify and ask that they correct the brand on NMVTIS (if it has not already been corrected). Once the record has been corrected in NMVTIS, Texas will issue the customer a no-charge corrected title. If the state verifies the brand as accurate, it will remain on the Texas record. TxDMV will consider any further disputes as a civil matter that the applicant will have to resolve with the seller/previous owner.
5.3 NMVTIS Conversion to Texas Brands

When NMVTIS brands are indicated, the following table is used to find a Texas brand or options. The brand may or may not be printed on, or match, the surrendered ownership document. When more than one item is indicated in the “Texas Brand / Procedure” column, the one that most correctly matches should be applied. Some brands may not be identical matches, but the equivalent may be more restrictive. For example, if a motor vehicle record is marked as ABANDONED, this would make the vehicle more restricted in use than a direct equivalent for a vehicle that could be rebuilt (such as Fire Damage).

Note: At least one of the Texas equivalents must be met on the Texas record in order to avoid a NMVTIS Error for a missing brand.

Table 5-1 NMVTIS to Texas Brand/Remarks Conversion

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>NMVTIS CODES / BRANDS</th>
<th>TEXAS BRAND / PROCEDURE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>01 FLOOD DAMAGE</td>
<td>• FLOOD DAMAGE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>02 FIRE DAMAGE</td>
<td>• This is a salvage vehicle. Applicant must complete the rebuilt vehicle process, pay the rebuilt fee, and the record should be branded as “Rebuilt Salvage.” Otherwise the applicant must apply for a Salvage or Nonrepairable Vehicle Title with the department.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>03 SALVAGE--DAMAGE OR NOT SPECIFIED</td>
<td>• EXPORT ONLY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>04 SALVATE--DAMAGE OR NOT SPECIFIED</td>
<td>• Certificate of Authority (COA)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>05 SALVATE--DAMAGE OR NOT SPECIFIED</td>
<td>• Nonrepairable Title</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>06 SALVATE--DAMAGE OR NOT SPECIFIED</td>
<td>• REBUILT SALVAGE - LOSS UNKNOWN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>07 DISMANTLED</td>
<td>• Certificate of Authority (COA)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>08 JUNK</td>
<td>• ABANDONED MOTOR VEHICLE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>09 REBUILT</td>
<td>• Nonrepairable Title issued on or after 9/1/2003</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10 RECONSTRUCTED</td>
<td>• RECONSTRUCTED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11 SALVAGE--DAMAGE OR NOT SPECIFIED</td>
<td>• This is a salvage vehicle. Applicant must complete the rebuilt vehicle process, pay the rebuilt fee, and the record should be branded as “Rebuilt Salvage.” Otherwise the applicant must apply for a Salvage or Nonrepairable Vehicle Title with the department.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16 SALVAGE RETENTION</td>
<td>• This is a salvage vehicle. Applicant must complete the rebuilt vehicle process, pay the rebuilt fee, and the record should be branded as “Rebuilt Salvage.” Otherwise the applicant must apply for a Salvage or Nonrepairable Vehicle Title with the department.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23 WARRANTY RETURN</td>
<td>• MANUFACTURER BUYBACK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NMVTIS CODES / BRANDS</td>
<td>TEXAS BRAND / PROCEDURE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------------------</td>
<td>-------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28 STREET ROD</td>
<td>No brand should be applied to the Texas record as a result of this brand. Programming has been requested to discontinue generating a NMVTIS error for this brand. Until programming can be completed, please send the transaction in the NMVTIS Specially Marked Envelope.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30 REPLICA</td>
<td>REPLICA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31 TOTALED</td>
<td>This is a salvage vehicle. Applicant must complete the rebuilt vehicle process, pay the rebuilt fee, and the record should be branded as “Rebuilt Salvage.” Otherwise the applicant must apply for a Salvage or Nonrepairable Vehicle Title with the department.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32 OWNER RETAINED</td>
<td>This is a salvage vehicle. Applicant must complete the rebuilt vehicle process, pay the rebuilt fee, and the record should be branded as “Rebuilt Salvage.” Otherwise the applicant must apply for a Salvage or Nonrepairable Vehicle Title with the department.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>34 MEMORANDUM COPY</td>
<td>Document surrendered is not acceptable to transfer the vehicle.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| 38 PRIOR OWNER RETAINED | • REBUILT SALVAGE - LOSS UNKNOWN  
                        | • REBUILT SALVAGE - 75-94% LOSS  
                        | • REBUILT SALVAGE - 95% PLUS LOSS  
                        | • REBUILT SALVAGE - ISSUED BY: (STATE)  
                        | • Salvage Title |
| 43 VIN REPLACED BY A NEW STATE ASSIGNED VIN | Will always generate an ERROR. Always requires additional research. VIN used is a Previous VIN. |
| 45 GRAY MARKET        | This vehicle cannot be titled in Texas. |
| 47 MANUFACTURER BUYBACK | MANUFACTURER BUYBACK |
| 50 SALVAGE -- REASONS OTHER THAN DAMAGE OR STOLEN | This is a salvage vehicle. Applicant must complete the rebuilt vehicle process, pay the rebuilt fee, and the record should be branded as “Rebuilt Salvage.” Otherwise the applicant must apply for a Salvage or Nonrepairable Vehicle Title with the department. |
| 52 PRIOR NON-REPAIRABLE / REPAIRED | • REBUILT SALVAGE - LOSS UNKNOWN  
                        | • REBUILT SALVAGE - 75-94% LOSS  
                        | • REBUILT SALVAGE - 95% PLUS LOSS  
                        | • REBUILT SALVAGE - ISSUED BY: (STATE) |
| 53 CRUSHED            | Certificate of Authority (COA) |
| 56 EXPORT ONLY VEHICLE | This is a salvage or junk vehicle sold for exportation outside of the United States and cannot be titled in Texas. |
| 68 ACTUAL             | ACTUAL MILEAGE |
| 69 NOT ACTUAL         | NOT ACTUAL MILEAGE |
| 70 NOT ACTUAL -- ODOMETER TAMPERING VERIFIED | NOT ACTUAL MILEAGE |
| 71 EXEMPT FROM ODOMETER DISCLOSURE | EXEMPT |
| 72 EXCEEDS MECHANICAL LIMITS | MILEAGE EXCEEDS MECHANICAL LIMITS |
5.4 Reconstructed Brand

Oregon does not report to NMVTIS; however, the Oregon Certificate of Title contains a “RECONSTRUCTED” remark and should have a “REBUILT SALVAGE” brand/remark applied to the Texas record. Do not apply “RECONSTRUCTED” for this state.

Alaska, Louisiana, North Carolina, and West Virginia Certificates of Title contain a “RECONSTRUCTED” remark when a vehicle is rebuilt salvage. When accepting a title with a “RECONSTRUCTED” brand/remark from these states, you must apply a “REBUILT SALVAGE” brand to the Texas record. Do not apply “RECONSTRUCTED” for these states.

Idaho, Massachusetts, and Pennsylvania contain a “RECONSTRUCTED” remark when a vehicle is rebuilt salvage and is reported to NMVTIS as “REBUILT.” When accepting a title with “RECONSTRUCTED” brand/remark from these states, you must apply a “REBUILT SALVAGE” brand to the Texas record. Do not apply “RECONSTRUCTED” for these states.

Additionally, if you receive a NMVTIS Error #910 for an omitted “REBUILT SALVAGE” brand and review of the documentation shows the jurisdiction branded the surrendered title as “Reconstructed,” process a Correct Title Rejection to remove the “RECONSTRUCTED” brand and apply the “REBUILT SALVAGE” brand.

5.5 Dismantled Brand

When 07 DISMANTLED brand is received from Arizona, the vehicle should be treated as a salvage vehicle. These vehicles should be handled in the same manner as when the customer presents ownership evidence for which the Texas record indicates the vehicle was Owner Retained.

Note: Ensure the ownership evidence that was submitted does not already indicate the vehicle was rebuilt. If the vehicle was already rebuilt, apply the rebuilt salvage brand to the Texas record through the Correct Title Rejection event. Then send the transaction in the NMVTIS Specially Marked Envelope.

Table 5-1 NMVTIS to Texas Brand/Remarks Conversion

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>NMVTIS CODES / BRANDS</th>
<th>TEXAS BRAND / PROCEDURE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>73 ODOMETER MAY BE ALTERED</td>
<td>• NOT ACTUAL MILEAGE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>74 ODOMETER REPLACED</td>
<td>• NOT ACTUAL MILEAGE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>76 ODOMETER DISCREPANCY</td>
<td>• NOT ACTUAL MILEAGE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>77 CALL TITLE DIVISION</td>
<td>Will always generate an ERROR. Always requires additional research. Contact your local TxDMV Regional Service Center.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>90 PENDING JUNK AUTOMOBILE - CARS.gov</td>
<td>• Certificate of Authority (COA)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>91 JUNK AUTOMOBILE - CARS.gov</td>
<td>• Certificate of Authority (COA)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The applicant’s only other options are to furnish evidence that the vehicle has previously been through the rebuilt process in another jurisdiction and branded as Rebuilt Salvage, or that the vehicle was reported as “DISMANTLED” in error. The applicant will need to provide, on the branding state’s letterhead, a statement that the “DISMANTLED” designation was reported in error and/or is not reflected on their vehicle record.

If the customer provides the letterhead, attach it with the transaction, and submit it to the department in the NMVTIS Specially Marked Envelope for further processing.

### 5.6 Texas Reporting

When Texas brands a vehicle or issues a certain document type, it must be sent to NMVTIS. The following table shows how Texas brands are reported to NMVTIS:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TEXAS BRANDS/REMARKS or DOC TYPE</th>
<th>NMVTIS INDICATOR</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ABANDONED MOTOR VEHICLE</td>
<td>• 08 JUNK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Certificate of Authority (COA)</td>
<td>• 08 JUNK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EVIDENCE SURR BY OWNER</td>
<td>• 08 JUNK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EVIDENCE SURR BY SALVAGE YARD: (#, date)</td>
<td>• 08 JUNK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EXPORT ONLY</td>
<td>• 08 JUNK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FLOOD DAMAGE</td>
<td>• 01 FLOOD DAMAGE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LEGAL RESTRAINT (CR9 - Manufacturer Buyback)</td>
<td>• 47 MANUFACTURER BUYBACK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LEGAL RESTRAINT (OR - OWNER RETAINED)</td>
<td>• 32 OWNER RETAINED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LEGAL RESTRAINT (RECOND)</td>
<td>• 10 RECONSTRUCTED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LEGAL RESTRAINT (SALVAGE)</td>
<td>• 11 SALVAGE--DAMAGE OR NOT SPECIFIED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LEGAL RESTRAINT (TRSALVAGE)</td>
<td>• 11 SALVAGE--DAMAGE OR NOT SPECIFIED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MANUFACTURER BUYBACK</td>
<td>• 47 MANUFACTURER BUYBACK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MILEAGE EXCEEDS MECHANICAL LIMITS</td>
<td>• 72 EXCEEDS MECHANICAL LIMITS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nonrepairable Title (issued prior to 9/1/2003)</td>
<td>• 11 SALVAGE--DAMAGE OR NOT SPECIFIED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nonrepairable Title (issued on or after 9/1/2003)</td>
<td>• 08 JUNK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NOT ACTUAL MILEAGE</td>
<td>• 69 NOT ACTUAL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>REBUILT SALVAGE - DAMAGED</td>
<td>• 09 REBUILT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>REBUILT SALVAGE - LOSS UNKNOWN</td>
<td>• 09 REBUILT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>REBUILT SALVAGE - 75-94% LOSS</td>
<td>• 09 REBUILT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>REBUILT SALVAGE - 95% PLUS LOSS</td>
<td>• 09 REBUILT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RECONSTRUCTED</td>
<td>• 10 RECONSTRUCTED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>REPLICA</td>
<td>• 30 REPLICA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Salvage Title or Duplicate Salvage Title</td>
<td>• 11 SALVAGE--DAMAGE OR NOT SPECIFIED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VEHICLE CRUSHED</td>
<td>• 53 CRUSHED</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
5.7 Brand Removal

When a brand is applied to a Texas record, it is automatically reported to NMVTIS. When a Texas record is corrected to remove a brand by a County TAC office or by the TxDMV, the TxDMV NMVTIS Helpdesk will have to do a manual removal of the brand from NMVTIS.

When brands are removed by a County TAC office, an error (#910) will be generated because the brand is omitted from the Texas record; however, NMVTIS still has it recorded. If this is the only error for the transaction and the brand was removed for a valid reason, place the transaction in the NMVTIS Specially Marked Envelope. Please attach a note to the transaction that explains the brand was removed for corrective reasons. The TxDMV NMVTIS Helpdesk will review the transaction, remove the brand from NMVTIS, and release the title.
This chapter contains the following sections:

- **6.1 Overview**
- **6.2 Out-of-State Titles**
- **6.3 Foreign Evidence**
- **6.4 Government Bill of Sale**
- **6.5 Heirship Form**

### 6.1 Overview

The collection of the Previous Title Information fields (Jurisdiction, Title Number, and Issue date) is contingent upon the type of Ownership Evidence that is selected. The TTL017 screen will only appear when the following Ownership Evidence types are selected on the TTL011 screen (as they appear on the TTL011 screen):

- Out-of-State Title
- Out-of-State Salvage Cert
- O/S Salv Cert of Title
- Foreign Evidence
- Government Bill of Sale
- Heirship Form

Depending on the selection, the title number or issue date fields on the TTL017 screen may be optional or mandatory. In all cases, the “State/Cntry” field is mandatory.
6.2 Out-of-State Titles

When any of the Out-of-State title types are selected the following options appear in the “State/Cntry” drop down:

- U.S. States (except Texas)
- District of Columbia

The title number and the issue date are mandatory for all Out-of-State title types.

6.3 Foreign Evidence

When Foreign Evidence is selected, the following options appear in the “State/Cntry” drop down:

- Mexican States
- Canadian Provinces
- U.S. Territorial Possessions
  - American Samoa
  - Federal States of Micronesia
  - Guam
  - Marshall Islands
  - Northern Mariana Islands
  - Palau
  - Puerto Rico
  - Virgin Islands
- OTHER

The title number and issue date are optional fields, but should be entered if present on the surrendered document.

Note: Titles from Indian Nations are considered “Foreign Evidence” for the purposes of NMVTIS. Although these titles are handled like out-of-state documents, for NMVTIS inquiry, select “Foreign Evidence” on the TTL011 screen. Select “OTHER” in the “State/Cntry” field on the TTL017 screen, and capture the title number and issue date, if available.

6.4 Government Bill of Sale

When Government Bill of Sale is selected, the following options appear in the “State/Cntry” drop down:

- U.S. Government Agencies
  - U.S. Department of Justice
  - U.S. Department of State
  - U.S. Department of Transportation
  - Federal Motor Carrier Safety Administration
  - General Services Administration
  - Internal Revenue Service
Heirship Form

6.5 Heirship Form

When Heirship Form is selected, the following options appear in the “State/Cntry” drop down:

- U.S. States (including Texas)
- District of Columbia
- Mexican States
- Canadian Provinces
- U.S. Territorial Possessions
- OTHER

The title number and issue date are optional fields, but should be entered if present on the surrendered document.

Note: If there is a prior Texas record, the TTL017 screen will appear with the Texas title information pre-populated. If the Texas record is not the ownership document that was surrendered, clear the Texas information and enter the information from the ownership document that was surrendered to support the transaction. If the Texas information is left and it is not the most recent title issued, errors will result on the NMVTIS Inquiry Error Report.
This chapter contains the following sections:

- **7.1 Entry of Title Numbers (Dashes and Spaces)**
- **7.2 California and New York Title Numbers**
- **7.3 Title Samples and Title Information**

### 7.1 Entry of Title Numbers (Dashes and Spaces)

A few states issue title numbers that contain dashes or spaces. These states may or may not recognize the digits after the dash or space as part of their title number. However, in all cases, the space and dash should not be included when entering the Title Number. In fact, RTS will not allow the entry of spaces or dashes in the Title Number field on TTL017. When presented with a title that contains dashes or spaces, review **7.3 Title Samples and Title Information** to determine if the numbers that precede or follow the dashes or spaces are considered part of the title number.

### 7.2 California and New York Title Numbers

California does not use a title number (or a similar number) on its title document or in their title database. New York is prevented from providing its title number to NMVTIS because of state privacy laws. Each prints “unique numbers” on their Certificate of Title, but these numbers should not be entered into RTS. When entering a California or New York Title Number into RTS, use the 4-digit year, the 2-digit month, and the 2-digit day shown in the “Issue Date” field (e.g., YYYYMMDD format).

### 7.3 Title Samples and Title Information

This section contains title samples and indicates where the Title Number and Issue Date of the document are located. It also will contain useful notes to be aware of.

Note: These are only examples of a Certificate of Title from a given state. From time to time, states revise their Certificate of Titles; therefore, a title presented with the Application for Texas Title may appear different from the samples shown. Also, like Texas, some states may use different title forms for the various title types. Do not reject a transaction simply because the title document surrendered appears different from a given sample in this document.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Alabama</th>
<th>Massachusetts</th>
<th>Pennsylvania</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>California</td>
<td>Michigan</td>
<td>Rhode Island</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colorado</td>
<td>Minnesota</td>
<td>South Carolina</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Connecticut</td>
<td>Mississippi</td>
<td>South Dakota</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Delaware</td>
<td>Missouri</td>
<td>Tennessee</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>District of Columbia</td>
<td>Montana</td>
<td>Utah</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Florida</td>
<td>Nebraska</td>
<td>Vermont</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Georgia</td>
<td>Nevada</td>
<td>Virginia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hawaii</td>
<td>New Hampshire</td>
<td>Washington</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Idaho</td>
<td>New Jersey</td>
<td>West Virginia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Illinois</td>
<td>New Mexico</td>
<td>Wisconsin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indiana</td>
<td>New York</td>
<td>Wisconsin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iowa</td>
<td>North Carolina</td>
<td>Wyoming</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kansas</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Alabama**

Title #:8-digit number as shown in the “Title No.” field at the upper left of the document.

**Note:** Title contains a “PREV AL TITL NO.” field. This number should not be entered into RTS.

**Note:** Title contains a “PURCHASE DATE” field. This number should not be entered into RTS.
Alaska

Title #: 7-digit control number on upper left, bottom right or the bar code number. (All should match the control number).

Note: Title Number and Control Number are one and the same on an Alaska title.

Arizona

Title #: 13-digit title number on the left side of the title since 1987. Up to 1987, the title number was 6 or 7-digits.

Note: Arizona prints the previous title date on the face of its Certificate of Title.

Note: Do not use the Previous Title Number, Film number, or Inventory Control number.

Note: The “Issue Date” listed on the same line as “Title Number” should be used. The issue date on the second line is for the previous title. Do not use.
Arkansas

Note: Two recent revisions of the Arkansas Certificate of Title are displayed.

Title #: Located in the top section of the title. Prior to 1983, title numbers were 7-digits. 1983 to September 30, 2013, title numbers were 11-digits. As of 9/30/2013, title numbers are 13-digits.

Note: Arkansas includes the “PREVIOUS TITLE NUMBER” on the face of its Certificate of Title. This number should not be entered into RTS.
California

Note: California does not use a title number (nor a similar number) on their title document or in their title database.

Title #: When entering a California Title Number, use the 4-digit year, the 2-digit month, and the 2-digit day shown in the “Issue Date” field (YYYYMMDD format).

Using the example above, when California issued the out-of-state title, in the TTL017 screen:
1. Select “CALIFORNIA” as the Jurisdiction (State/Cntry field),
2. Enter 20030709 as the Title No, and
3. Enter 07/09/2003 as the Issue Date.

Note: There appear to be several unique document numbers on the California Certificate of Title; however, these are NOT title numbers. Do not use.
Colorado

Title #: 9-digit title number as shown in the “Title Number” field at the upper right of the document. (Two numeric, 1 alpha, 6 numeric).

Note: Any Colorado title issued prior to January 1, 2003, was reported to NMVTIS with a title issue date of 1/1/2003. Enter issue date as it appears on the title.

Note: Colorado Titles contain a “DATE PURCHASED” and a “DATE ACCEPTED” on their face. These should not be used. Use the “DATE ISSUED” which is the third date from the top of the title.

Connecticut

Title #: 9-digit title number as shown on the “Title No.” filed at the upper left of document. Older titles may contain 8-digit numbers.

Note: Connecticut includes the “PRIOR TITLE NUMBER,” “PRIOR TITLE STATE,” and “PURCHASE DATE” on the face of its Certificate of Title. These fields should not be entered into RTS.

Note: Connecticut does not issue a title for vehicles with a model year 1981 or older.
Delaware

Title #: Up to 8-digits shown in the “Title, Tag and Registration No” field on newer documents or the “Title No” field on older documents at the upper left of the document. Title number may include a prefix of PC, C, CL, MC, FT, or U. If this prefix is present it should be entered.

Note: Delaware titles contain an “EXPIRATION DATE.” This information should not be used.

District of Columbia

Title #: 8-digit title number as shown in the “Title Number” field in the upper left of the document. Older titles may be 7 numbers. In either case, the first digit is always alpha, and the remaining 6 or 7 digits are numeric. Most titles begin with a K or S. (S for Salvage).
Florida

Title #:8 or 9 digit title number as shown in the “Title Number” field in the upper right of the document.

Note: Florida prints a “PREV ISSUE DATE” on the face of the title. Do not use this date in RTS.

Georgia

Title #:15-digit title number as shown in the “Current Title Number” field in the upper right of the document.

Note: Georgia prints “PREVIOUS TITLE NBR/STATE OF ISSUE” and “DATE VEHICLE PUR” on the face of the title. These fields should not be entered into RTS.

Note: Georgia does not require (owner’s choice) titling for motor vehicles with a model year of 1985 or prior.
Hawaii

Title #: Up to 8 digits. The “LICENSE NUMBER” printed in the upper right corner plus the last two digits of the year the title was issued.

Note: The License Number is generally 6 digits (but may be less).

Note: Hawaii prints a “DATE SOLD NEW.” This date should not be entered into RTS.

For example, if the Hawaii title indicated the License Number as CCC222 and the issue date as 7/09/2003, the title number should be captured in RTS as CCC22203. If the License Number was VN29 and the issue date was 2/15/13, the title number should be captured in RTS as VN2913.

Idaho

Title #: Up to 10-digit title number as shown in the “Title Number” field in the upper left of the document. Often times the first character is an alpha.

Note: Idaho prints an Odometer Reading Date. Do not enter this date into RTS.
Illinois

Title #: 11-digit title number as shown in the “Title No.” field at the upper right of the document. (Older Illinois titles may be less than 11-digits).

Note: Illinois prints a “PURCHASE DATE” on the face of the title. Do not use.
Title #:11 or 14 numerical title number as shown on the “Title Number” field in the lower right of the document.

Note: Indiana prints “FORMER TITLE/STATE” and “PURCHASE DATE” on the face of the title. Do not use.
Iowa

Title #: 9-digit-number as shown on the “Title No.” field at the upper left of the document. (2 numeric, 2 alpha, 5 numeric)

Kansas

Title #: 8- or 9-digit title number as shown in the “Title No.” field at the upper left of the document.

Note: Kansas prints a “DATE OF APPLICATION” and “PURCHASE DATE” on the face of the title. Do not use these dates.
Kentucky

Title #: 12-digit title number as shown on the “Title No.” field at the upper left of the document.

The issue date for a Kentucky Certificate of Title is located within the first five digits of the title number. The first two digits identify the year, and characters three through five are the Julian date. For example, a Kentucky title number of 122581140045 indicates the title was issued in 2012 and on the 258th day of the year, which is September 14. In this example, the title issue date reported to NMVTIS is 09/14/2012.

Note: Kentucky prints “PREV TITLE NO/STATE” on the face of the title. Do not enter this information into RTS.

Louisiana

Title #: 8-digit title number as shown in the “Title Number” field at the top of the document.

Note: Louisiana prints “DATE ACQUIRED” on the face of the title. Do not use.
Maine

Title #: 7 or 8-digit title number as shown in the “Title Number” box in the upper right.

Note: Maine prints “PURCHASE DATE” and “PRIOR TITLE” on the face of the title. Neither of these should be used.

Maryland

Title #: 8-digit title number as shown in the “Title Number” field at the upper right of the document (Do not use the red control number).

Note: Maryland prints an “INSPECTION DATE” on the face of the title. This date should not be used.
Massachusetts

Title #: 8-digit title number including alpha characters as shown in the “Title Number” field at the top left of the document. (Two alpha, followed by 6 numeric)

Note: Massachusetts prints a “PURCHASE DATE” on the face of the title. This should not be used.

Note: Massachusetts prints a “PREV TITLE NO” and “PREV TITLE STATE” on the face of the title. Neither of these should be used.

Michigan

Title #: 11-digit title number includes a series of Alpha-Numeric numbers (3 numeric, 1 alpha, 7 numeric) located in the upper left. After the title number, there is a space followed by two more characters. The title # does not include the two additional characters at the end.

In the above title sample, the title number should be entered as “603W0610011”. 
Minnesota

Title #: 9-digits as shown in the “Title Number” field at the upper right of the document.

Mississippi

Title #: 9-digit title number as shown in the “Title Number” box at the top right of the document. When entering the Mississippi title number, do not include the hyphen or the numbers after the hyphen. (Refer to Chapter 7, Section 7.1 Entry of Title Numbers (Dashes and Spaces)).

In the above example, the Mississippi Title number is “E505866”.
Missouri

Title #: 8-digits shown in the “Title Number” field at the upper right of the document. Usually these will be in the format of 2 alpha and 6 numeric, or 3 alpha and 5 numeric; however, a small number of 8 numeric title numbers exist. Older titles (pre-1970s) may be either 6 or 7 digits.

Note: Do not use the “PURCHASE DATE” or “PREVIOUS STATE” information printed on the face of the title.

Montana

Title #: Documents issued prior to April 2009 are 7-digit title numbers (1 alpha followed by 6 numeric). Documents issued after April 2009 are 9-digit title number (2 alpha followed by 7 numeric) as shown in the “Title Nbr” field in the upper left. (Do not use the control number).

Note: Montana prints a “Vehicle Sale Date” on the face of the title. Do not use.

Note: Do not use the control number listed at the bottom of the titles.
Nebraska

Title #: 11-digit number as shown in the “Title Number” field at the bottom right of the document.

Note: The issue date for a duplicate Nebraska title is printed under the Title Type header of "Original Duplicate." This issue date should be entered into RTS for duplicate Nebraska titles only.

Note: Nebraska prints a “Purchase Date” on the face of the title. Do not use.

Note: Nebraska prints a “Previous title Number/State”. This should not be entered into RTS.
Title #: 11-digit title number as shown on the title in the upper right of the documents. (Titles issued prior to October 2001 will have the title number in the upper left). Title numbers began with NV starting in 2006 (if present, be sure to include NV when entering the title number).
New Hampshire

Note: Two most recent revisions of the New Hampshire Certificate of Title above.

Title #: Documents issued prior to December 6, 2004, will be 7-digits, and documents issued on/after December 6, 2004, will be 8-digits as shown in the “Title Number” field at the upper LEFT of the document. A revised title was issued starting July 2011. This document is larger (8 ½ X 11), and the title number is located at the upper RIGHT of the document.

Note: Depending on the title, New Hampshire prints “PURCHASED DATE” and “PREVIOUS TITLE & STATE” information on the face of the title. These fields should not be used for entry into RTS.

Vehicles with a model year of 1999 and prior are exempt from titling in New Hampshire. NMVTIS may display the license plate number in the Title Number field.
New Jersey

Title #: 13-digit number at the bottom right corner of the title. The title number is always reported to NMVTIS as a 17-digit number. For example: the bottom of a NJ title shows “NN20081851234”. The title number has 3 parts: a 2-letter agency identification (NN), Julian date (2008185), and sequence number (1234). Add 4 zeros at the beginning of the sequence of numbers. The title number should be NN200818500001234”.

Note: There may be 2 alpha characters followed by a space in front of the title #. If this appears on a New Jersey title, the first two alpha character and the space are NOT included as part of the title #. The title number is always the 13-digit number (be sure to include the zeros as described above).
New Mexico

Title #: 15-digits shown in the “Title Number” field at the upper right of the document.

Note: New Mexico prints “PREVIOUS TITLE NUMBER AND STATE” on the face of the title. Do not use.

Note: New Mexico prints a control number in the center-right of the title. This number is clearly marked as “NOT A TITLE NO.” Do not use.
New York

Note: New York does not report a title number (nor a similar number) to NMVTIS because of state privacy laws.

Title #: When entering a New York Title Number, use the 4-digit year, the 2-digit month, and the 2-digit day shown in the “Issue Date” field (YYYYMMDD format)

Using the example above, when New York issued the Out-of-State Title, in the TTL017 screen select “NEW YORK” as the Jurisdiction, enter 19980109 as the Title No, and enter 01/09/1998 as the Issue Date.

Note: The “Document No.” on the Certificate of Title is not the title number to enter into RTS. Do not use this number.

Note: In New York, where registration is proof of ownership, plate numbers appear in the title number field. Registration is proof of ownership for vehicles with a model year of 1972 or earlier. If the model year is 1972 or older, the vehicle’s plate number is the title number.
North Carolina

Title #: 15-digit title number as shown in the “Title Number” field at the upper left of the document.

Note: North Carolina prints a “PREVIOUS TITLE NUMBER” on the title. Do not use this number in RTS.

Note: If the title number starts with 57, this indicates the vehicle was only registered and not titled. This is not an acceptable ownership document.

North Dakota

Title #: Depending on the age of the Certificate of Title, the title number is 1 to 7 digits as shown in the “Title Number” field at the upper left, upper right, or upper center of the document.

The above example shows the title number in the upper center.

Note: Title numbers started at 1 in 1911 and have increased consecutively. The title could have a 1 digit title number or up to 7 digits. North Dakota has not reached title number 7000000 in this sequence as of March 2014.
Ohio

Title #: 10-digits following “No.” at the top right of the document. When entering into RTS, do not include the spaces.

Oklahoma

Title #: 12 or 13-digit number as shown in the “Title No” field at the top right of the document. First 12 numbers are always numeric. If 13th character is present, it is always an alpha character.

Note: Oklahoma prints “DATE 1st SOLD” on the face of the title. This date should not be entered into RTS.

Note: Oklahoma prints a “DATE INS. LOSS OR SALVAGE” on the face of the title. This date should not be entered into RTS.

Note: An orange Oklahoma Certificate of Title indicates the vehicle is rebuilt salvage; a blue title indicates junk; a red title indicates salvage; a yellow title indicates reconstructed, and a purple title indicates unrecovered theft. Additionally, regular green Certificates of Title may also carry brands.

Note: Green Certificates of Title with a “Salvage” or “Insurance Loss” date indicate the vehicle is a rebuilt salvage.
Oregon

Title #: 10-digits as shown in the “Title Number” field at the upper left of the document.

Note: Oregon prints a “PROCESS DATE” on the face of the title. This is the “ISSUE DATE” of the title and should be used when entering into RTS.

Note: The “CONTROL NUMBER” is not the title number and should not be used.

Pennsylvania

Title #: 11-digits as show in the “Title Number” field in the upper right of the document. (DO NOT INCLUDE the 2 letters following the 11-digit number)

Note: The title number does not include the space and two alpha characters that follow the 11-digits. Do not enter the space or two letters in RTS.

Note: Pennsylvania prints a “DATE PA TITLED” and “DATE OF ISSUE” on the face of the title. When processing a Pennsylvania title in RTS, the “DATE OF ISSUE” should be used. Do not use “DATE PA TITLED”.

Note: Pennsylvania prints a “PRIOR TITLE STATE” and “ODOM. PROCED. DATE.” Neither should be used for entry into RTS.
Rhode Island

Title #: 8-digit “TITLE SEQ. NO.” located in the upper right of the document. The leading zero, if present, should be included.

South Carolina

Title #: 15-digit number shown in the “TITLE NUMBER” field in the upper right section of titles. Titles issued prior to 2003 have a “TITLE NUMBER” that is 8-digits or less.

Note: Any South Carolina title issued prior to August 1, 2002, was reported to NMVTIS with a title issue date of 7/31/2002. Enter issue date as it appears on the title.

South Dakota

Title #: 4- to 8-digits prior to July 1, 2008. 9-digits began July 1, 2008, as shown in the “Title No.” field at the upper left of the document.
Tennessee

Title #: 8-digit title number as shown in the “Title Number” field at the top right of the document

Note: Tennessee prints a list of “PREV OTHER TITLE ST.” This information should not be entered into RTS.

Note: Tennessee prints “DATE VEHICLE ACQUIRED” on the face of the title. Do not use.

Utah

Title #: 7 to 10-digits as shown in the “Title Number” field in the upper right portion of titles issued in 2001 or later. Titles issued before 2001 as shown in the “Vehicle Title #” field in the upper portion of the title.

Note: If present, include the UT when entering the title number into RTS. The majority of titles issued after 2011 will include the UT prefix.

Note: Prior to 2001, the title number is numeric only.
Vermont

Title #: 14-digits as shown in the “Title No” field at the upper left to middle of the document.

Note: Vermont prints “DATE PURCHASED” on the face of the title. Do not use.

Note: Depending on the year the title was issued, the color of the document may be brown (as shown), green, or purple (as of September 2013).

Note: Vermont does not title vehicles more than 15 model years old.

Virginia

Title #: Documents issued prior to Spring 2017 contain an 8-digit title number as shown in the “Title No.” field in the upper right of the document. Documents issued Spring 2017 and later contain a 10-digit title number.

Virginia transactions which are a prior ELT have an “Established Date” printed on the Certificate of Title. This is the date that is reported to NMVTIS as the “Title Issue Date.” When accepting a Virginia Certificate of Title that has an “Established Date,” enter this as the Title Issue Date.
Note: Virginia prints a “PRIOR TITLE NO.” on the face of the title. Do not enter this number into RTS.

Note: Virginia also prints a red control number on the face of the title. This number is marked with a “THIS IS NOT A TITLE NUMBER” notation. Do not enter this number into RTS.

Washington

Title #: Washington has a 10-digit (numeric) “Certificate Number” or “Title Number” located at the top center.

Note: Washington prints “PRIOR TITLE STATE” and “PRIOR TITLE NUMBER” on the face of the title. Do not enter these into RTS.

Note: The first two numbers in the title number are the year in which the title was issued. The next three digits are the Julian date.

Effective December 12, 2016, the issue date for a Washington Certificate of Title is listed on the title as the “Date of Application.”
Note: Washington Certificates of Title with a “Date of Application” prior to December 12, 2016, should continue to be processed by using the Julian date within the title number. For example, a Washington title number of 1409960645 indicates the title was issued in 2014 and on the 99th day of the year, which is April 9. In this example, the title issue date is reported to NMVTIS as 04/09/2014.

As of December 12, 2016, the issue date for a Washington Certificate of Title is located under “Date of Application.”

**West Virginia**

Title #: 7-digits as shown in the “Title Number” field at the upper right of the document. (Title Number will be either one alpha and 6 numeric OR two alpha and 5 numeric)

Note: West Virginia prints a “PREVIOUS TITLE NUMBER” on the title. Do not enter this into RTS.

**Wisconsin**

Title #: 11 to 13 digit title number given in the “Title Number” field, including the number after the dash (do not include the dash).
Note: As printed on title documents, the final two characters of Wisconsin title numbers are a dash followed by a numeral or letter; however, do not enter the dash in the title number. If the title number is 102529997001-9, it should be entered in RTS as 1025299970019.

Note: Wisconsin prints a “Product Number” and “Fleet No.” on the face of the title. Do not use these.

Note: Wisconsin prints an “Odometer Date” on the face of the title. Do not use this date.

**Wyoming**

![Wyoming Certificate of Title](image)

Title #: 9-digit title number given on the title following “Title Number” at the top right of the document. Do not enter the dash.

Note: Some title numbers may not be 9-digits. In this case ZEROs should be added at the end of the first set of numbers in the dash. For example, if the Title Number is printed as 14-92978, it should be entered as 140092978.
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### 8.1 VIN Changes between Issued Ownership Evidence

#### VINs with Characters Not Accepted/Changed in RTS

When presented with an ownership document from another state that has a VIN containing characters that are not accepted (or are changed) by RTS (I, O and Q), the County TAC should complete the transaction, entering the VIN how RTS will accept it. For example, the states of Illinois and Indiana use the letter ‘I’ in their state assigned VINs. When this is entered into RTS, it will automatically be changed to the number one (1).

These types of transactions will result in multiple errors since the VIN captured in RTS will not be available in NMVTIS, and RTS expects to find a title history. In any case, whether there are errors or not, this transaction should be placed in the NMVTIS Specially Marked Envelope, so that the TxDMV can ensure this transaction is approved and correctly updated to NMVTIS.

**Note:** Please attach a note to this transaction that reads “VIN CHANGE”.

#### Incorrect VIN printed on Surrendered Ownership Evidence

*Policy and procedure for handling VINs which are incorrectly printed on an out-of-state ownership document can be found in the TxDMV Title Manual.*

When an out-of-state ownership document is surrendered for a Texas Title and the VIN on the document is incorrect, the appropriate documentation must be provided to establish that a correction is needed. If the required documentation is provided, the Texas record must be entered with the correct VIN, and the previous title information of the out-of-state ownership document must also be entered.

**Note:** This situation will not occur when a VIN change occurs between two Texas issued Titles. In these situations, the VIN on the prior record is carried forward to the new record and recorded on the new record as the “Previous VIN”. Refer to **8.4 Previous VIN** for more information.
These types of transactions will result in a number of errors since the VIN captured in RTS will not be available in NMVTIS, and RTS expects to find a NMVTIS title history. In any case, whether there are errors or not, this transaction should be placed in the NMVTIS Specially Marked Envelope, so that the TxDMV can ensure this transaction is approved and correctly updated to NMVTIS.

Note: Please attach a note to this transaction that reads “VIN CHANGE”.

8.2 Corrected-Original

When processing a “Corrected-Original” in RTS, the ownership evidence type is always “Texas Title.” The ownership evidence that was originally captured to issue the Texas title (that is being corrected) has now been superseded in NMVTIS. In order to avoid a NMVTIS Error when processing a “Corrected-Original,” select “Texas Title” on the TTL011 screen.

8.3 Legal Restraints

Except as specified below, legal restraints receive no special handling or message in NMVTIS.

OR Legal Restraints (Owner Retained)

OR Legal Restraints (Owner Retained) are automatically applied to NMVTIS as a Brand 32 (OWNER RETAINED). This is to ensure that if the vehicle leaves the state, it has to meet the same requirements of being rebuilt as it would in Texas.

CR9 Legal Restraints (Manufacturer Buyback)

CR9 Legal Restraints (Manufacturer Buyback) are automatically applied to NMVTIS as a Brand 47 (MANUFACTURER BUYBACK). This legal restraint is no longer used, but still exists on prior records.

RECOND Legal Restraints (RECONDITIONED)

RECOND Legal Restraints (RECONDITIONED) are automatically applied to NMVTIS as a Brand 10 (RECONSTRUCTED). This legal restraint is no longer used; however, some prior records exist with this legal restraint.

SALVAGE Legal Restraints

SALVAGE Legal Restraints are automatically applied to NMVTIS as a Brand 11 (SALVAGE--DAMAGE OR NOTSPECIFIED). This legal restraint was part of a TxDMV cleanup/notification project and is no longer used.

TRSALVAGE Legal Restraint

TRSALVAGE Legal Restraint is automatically applied to NMVTIS as a Brand 11 (SALVAGE--DAMAGE OR NOTSPECIFIED). This legal restraint was part of a TxDMV cleanup/notification project and is no longer used.
8.4 Previous VIN

NMVTIS is a VIN based system. Records are therefore reliant on the VIN in order for records to be associated with one another. When the VIN changes from one issued title to another, it essentially creates two records because there are two different VINs. In order to associate the two VINs, NMVTIS requires the capture of the “PREVIOUS VIN” in order to tie the records together when they are legitimately for the same vehicle.

The way Texas approaches the capture of a PREVIOUS VIN is when the VIN is changed in RTS through a Corrected Title or Original Title. If the VIN is changed during the “title in process” phase (before Texas has issued the title with the incorrect VIN), the previous VIN is not captured because title records are only sent to NMVTIS upon issuance of a title.

An example of when this may occur is when a VIN is incorrectly entered into RTS from a Manufacturer’s Certificate of Origin and the Texas title is issued before the mistake is caught. Once the mistake is brought to attention, a title correction is processed to change the VIN and issue a new Texas title. When this change occurs, RTS will automatically capture the VIN that was on record (the wrong VIN) and insert it into the “PREVIOUS VIN” field on the new record. This will allow NMVTIS to tie the two records together since they are truly for the same vehicle.

Also if a Texas record is called up in RTS and the VIN is changed during another title transaction/transfer, the VIN change will also be captured, and the VIN before the change will be captured as the PREVIOUS VIN.

Previous VIN information is displayed on the Vehicle Inquiry Addl Info INQ003 screen.
The “VIN” field under the “Previous Title Information” section is the “PREVIOUS VIN.” This field will only be displayed on the new or corrected title record (if the VIN was changed on the title record being displayed from the previous title record). It does not carry forward to subsequent title records; therefore, this field will very rarely be populated.

8.5 IT Errors

The list below is a comprehensive list of NMVTIS Errors and Warnings which are handled by the TxDMV’s Information Technology (IT) Division. These Errors/Warnings will not appear on the NMVTIS Inquiry Error Report, the NMVTIS Inquiry Warning Report, or the NMVTIS SEW Report.

- 100 VIN IS REQUIRED
- 102 TITLE NUMBER IS REQUIRED
- 103 MAKE IS REQUIRED
- 105 MODEL YEAR IS REQUIRED
- 106 OLD VIN IS REQUIRED
- 108 OLD TITLE NUMBER IS REQUIRED
- 115 BRANDER TYPE IS REQUIRED
- 116 BRANDER CODE IS REQUIRED
- 117 BRAND CODE IS REQUIRED
- 118 BRAND DATE IS REQUIRED
- 121 RECORD TYPE CODE IS REQUIRED
- 128 TITLE ISSUE DATE IS REQUIRED
- 135 ODOMETER READING IS REQUIRED
- 178 RECORD SORT ORDER IDENTIFIER MUST BE PRESENT
- 201 LEADING/EMBEDDED SPACES NOT ALLOWED IN VIN
- 202 LEADING/EMBEDDED SPACES NOT ALLOWED IN TITLE #
- 207 BRANDER TYPE CONTAINS INVALID VALUE
- 210 BRAND DATE CONTAINS INVALID VALUE
- 211 BRAND DATE CONTAINS FUTURE DATE
- 212 PERCENT OF DAMAGE CONTAINS INVALID VALUE
- 215 TITLE ISSUE DATE CONTAINS INVALID VALUE
- 220 MODEL YEAR CONTAINS INVALID VALUE
- 228 DATA CONTAINS NON-PRINTABLE CHARACTERS
- 235 ODOMETER READING CONTAINS INVALID VALUE
- 236 ODOMETER UNIT OF MEASURE CONTAINS INVALID VALUE
- 237 DATA AVAILABLE IND CONTAINS INVALID VALUE
- 238 RECORD TYPE CONTAINS INVALID VALUE
- 239 LOAD TYPE CONTAINS INVALID VALUE
- 241 STATE TITLING KEY USE CONTAINS INVALID VALUE
- 245 TITLE ISSUE DATE CONTAINS FUTURE DATE
8.6 NMVTIS Errors/Warnings Not Used

The list below are mostly NMVTIS warnings that Texas will not utilize nor populate to a report. The list also includes one NMVTIS error (#127) and four Texas place holders (901, 908, 909, and 911) that are also not utilized.

- **127** STATE TITLING KEY IS REQUIRED
- **20B** VIN IS SHORTER THAN 17 CHARACTERS
- **21A** VIN DECODED BUT CK DIGIT FAILED
- **21B** VIN DID NOT DECODE BY CK DIGIT OK
- **21C** VIN DID NOT DECODE & CK DIGIT FAILED
- **21D** VIN NOT IN DB BUT CK DIGIT OK
- **21E** VIN NOT IN DB & CK DIGIT FAILED
- **21F** OLD VIN DECODED BUT CK DIGIT FAILED
- **21G** OLD VIN DID NOT DECODE BY CK DIGIT OK
- **21H** OLD VIN DID NOT DECODE & CK DIGIT FAILED
- **21I** OLD VIN NOT IN DB BUT CK DIGIT OK
- **21J** OLD VIN NOT IN DB & CK DIGIT FAILED
- **433** DUPLICATE VIN RESOLVED BY BATCH UPDATE
- **439** DUPLICATE VIN RESOLVED BY RECORD PURGE/ARCHIVE
- **551** TITLE RECONCILED AS MOST RECENT HISTORY
- **552** TITLE RECONCILED BELOW MOST RECENT HISTORY
- **584** SOME NJ TITLE NUMBERS PRINTWITH 13 CHARACTERS
- **585** MOST NY RECDS HAVE ISSUE DATE IN TITLE NUM FLD
- **901** MORE THAN 1 ACTIVE NMVTIS POINTER RECORD FOR VIN
- **908** VIN POINTER ODOMETER READING IS EXEMPT AND NEW
READING IS NUMERIC

- 909  VIN POINTER ODOMETER READING IS UNKNOWN AND NEW READING IS NUMERIC
- 911  TEXAS HAS BRAND <BRAND> THAT NMVTIS DOES NOT
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9.1 VIN Changes between Issued Ownership Evidence

Refer to Chapter 8, Section 8.1 VIN Changes between Issued Ownership Evidence

VINs with Characters Not Accepted/Changed in RTS

Upon arrival, the TxDMV NMVTIS Helpdesk will be responsible for doing a manual inquiry via the NMVTIS Web Interface.

The TxDMV NMVTIS Helpdesk will ensure the ownership document surrendered is the most recent, and that all other information such as year, make, brands, and odometer readings are all correct or logical. Once the manual inquiry has been completed and verified, the transaction can be individually released or returned to the County TAC.

The following day (after release), the TxDMV NMVTIS Helpdesk will verify that the Texas record (with the VIN as it appears on the Texas record) has been updated to NMVTIS. They must notify the prior state (via a state helpdesk to state helpdesk email) and submit a support ticket to AAMVA that explains the situation and requesting AAMVA to merge the two records together. The support ticket should include both the VIN as it appeared on the surrendered ownership document and the VIN as it appears on the Texas record to NMVTIS when requesting the merger. The support ticket should also explain that the change is a result of the TxDMV’s system limitations for accepting certain characters.

VIN Corrections from Out-of-State Ownership Evidence

Upon arrival, the TxDMV NMVTIS Helpdesk will be responsible for doing a manual inquiry via the NMVTIS Web Interface for both the old, incorrect VIN and the new, correct VIN. This ensures that the vehicle and information that was captured properly in RTS and any applicable brands have been carried forward.
Upon review, if the transaction is in order, an email shall be sent to Vehicle Data Management (VDM). This email should include the current MVDI record (the in-process transaction) with a request to have VDM enter the incorrect VIN (as shown on the surrendered ownership evidence) into the “Previous VIN” field of the in-process transaction. This is critical to ensure the records are appropriately merged in NMVTIS.

Once the record has been updated in RTS with the “Previous VIN,” the title transaction can be individually released. The following morning, a manual inquiry should be done on the new, corrected VIN to verify the records that were listed under the incorrect VIN are now shown under the new, corrected VIN. If the records were not merged, the transaction will likely display as an Error on the SEW Report. The prior state (via a standard helpdesk to helpdesk email) and AAMVA (via a support ticket to the AAMVA Helpdesk) should be notified so that the records can be appropriately merged.

**Note:** This situation will not occur when a VIN change occurs between two Texas issued Titles. In these situations, the VIN on the prior record is carried forward to the new record and recorded on the new record as the “Previous VIN.” Refer to Chapter 8, Section 8.4 Previous VIN for more information.

### 9.2 Salvage and Nonrepairable Titles/Certificate of Authority (COAs)

Processing of Salvage and Nonrepairable Titles is unique in that they are handled by the TxDMV.

**VIN Changes/Corrections**

If a Texas Salvage Title, Nonrepairable Title, or COA application is received with an out-of-state ownership document and the VIN is incorrect on that document, the transactions should be processed with the correct VIN. Errors will result and a manual inquiry of both VINs is required. Before releasing the title via batch, the “incorrect VIN” should be entered into the “Previous VIN” field via the RTS Mainframe to ensure the records are properly reconciled in NMVTIS.

If a Texas Salvage Title, Nonrepairable Title, or COA is issued based off of an out-of-state ownership document that is later discovered to have contained an incorrect VIN, it should be handled as follows:

1. A new document, with the correct VIN should be issued. Since the “correct” VIN is not in the system, and because the VIN cannot be changed for a correction of these documents, it will be processed as a new record.

2. Re-enter all of the existing information. When entering the “previous title information” use the Title information from the title that was issued with the incorrect VIN.

3. Errors will result on this transaction because either no record is found (for the correct VIN) or the previous title information will not match (since it was associated with the previous, incorrect VIN).
4. When these errors occur, a NMVTIS HOLD and TITLE REJECTED are placed on the record. Through the mainframe, add the “incorrect VIN” from the previous Texas title into the previous VIN field, and remove the dates in the BRAND HOLD and TITLE REJECTED fields.

5. The transaction will be added to the batch files for release the next day.

9.3 NMVTIS Reports Vehicle is JUNKED

When an applicant applies for Texas Title and the NMVTIS batch inquiry results in an ERROR because the vehicle has previously been reported with a JUNK brand, County TAC offices will submit the transaction to the TxDMV via the NMVTIS Specially Marked Envelope.

The TxDMV NMVTIS Helpdesk will need to research NMVTIS and contact the branding state to validate the JUNK brand. If verified, the TxDMV NMVTIS Helpdesk will be responsible for:

- Contacting the customer regarding the nonrepairable status.
- Providing the customer with the Application for Salvage or Nonrepairable Vehicle Title (Form VTR-441), so they may apply for a Nonrepairable Vehicle Title.
- Returning the documentation submitted with the original title application to the customer (when providing them with the Application for Salvage or Nonrepairable Vehicle Title (Form VTR-441)).
- Deleting the “in process” transaction from RTS so that the customer can properly apply for a nonrepairable vehicle title.
- Working with the customer’s local TxDMV Regional Service Center to issue a refund.

JUNKED Reported in Error

If a JUNK designation was reported in error, request the branding state correct their record in NMVTIS. Once the brand has been corrected/removed in NMVTIS and this transaction requires no further action, it may be individually released.

9.4 Brands

Removal from NMVTIS

When a brand is removed from a Texas record, either by a County TAC or the TxDMV, the brand will need to be manually removed from NMVTIS via the NMVTIS Web Interface.

When a County TAC removes the brand, it will prompt an error (#910) on the inquiry for the transaction that removed the brand. The County TAC will send the transaction to the TxDMV NMVTIS Helpdesk via the NMVTIS Specially Marked Envelope. The TxDMV NMVTIS Helpdesk will review the transaction, remove the brand, and release the title if the removal of the brand was for a valid reason.
BRAND HOLD Procedures

A BRAND HOLD is automatically applied to any transaction that is processed that generates a NMVTIS error #910 for a missing or omitted brand. County TAC’s are instructed to apply the missing or omitted brand to the transaction, regardless of whether or not it appears on the surrendered ownership document. Once the transaction is error free (NMVTIS HOLD no longer appears), the BRAND HOLD will remain and will prevent the transaction from being released as part of the batch release. Examine the transaction. If the brand that was applied to the Texas record appears on the surrendered ownership evidence, then individually release the transaction. If the brand does NOT appear on the surrendered ownership evidence, draft the NMVTIS Brand Letter and send to the customer. The transaction should be retained at Headquarters for the specified length of time to allow the customer to receive and respond to the correspondence. After the specified length of time has elapsed, individually release the transaction.

The individual release of the transaction or removal of the date from the BRAND HOLD field on the Mainframe are the only two ways to remove the BRAND HOLD. Processing the transaction through the RTS “Correct Title Rejection” event will NOT remove the BRAND HOLD. It will only remove the NMVTIS HOLD or TITLE REJECTED remarks.

Customer Disputes for Brands Automatically Placed on Titles

When an applicant has obtained the necessary documentation as outlined in Customer Dispute and sends the required items to the department, the following procedures should be followed by the TxDMV NMVTIS Helpdesk:

1. Look up the title history in NMVTIS.
2. If the brand being disputed is still displayed despite the fact the customer has provided a letterhead from the branding state, the branding state should be contacted to verify the statement on the letterhead and request that the brand be removed from NMVTIS.
3. Once the branding state verifies the brand has been removed, verify NMVTIS again to ensure the record is in fact clear of the disputed brand, or reflects the appropriate information (depending on the circumstances).
4. The customer will then be issued a no charge title correction that removes the brand.

9.5 NMVTIS Web Interface

The NMVTIS Web Interface is a web portal into the NMVTIS system. It contains the vehicle’s title and brand history, theft information, contact information for states making reports to the vehicle’s title history, and any insurance, junk, and salvage reports as applicable.

Access and Use of Information

The NMVTIS Web Interface is only available to TxDMV personnel. TxDMV may provide specific information contained within NMVTIS to County TAC offices as needed to assist with the correction of NMVTIS related errors; however, a printout of the vehicle’s NMVTIS report cannot be distributed outside of the department under any circumstances.
If a customer needs to obtain information contained in NMVTIS, they should be directed to [http://www.TxDMV.gov/titlecheck](http://www.TxDMV.gov/titlecheck) where they may obtain the report by paying a small fee. Discretion should be used when customers make inquiries regarding specific items that may be contained within a report. For example, if a customer is inquiring as to which state applied a specific brand to their vehicle (which the customer is aware of), it would generally be acceptable to indicate the state. However, if a customer is inquiring as to whether any brands exist at all on their vehicle, they should be directed to the Title Check web page to obtain a copy of the report. Other, more specific information, such as title numbers, issue dates, or blanket questions concerning title history information that appears to be an attempt by the customer to obtain information without paying for the report, cannot be provided.

9.6 Understanding the NMVTIS Web Interface

This section of information is only relevant to TxDMV personnel who have access to the NMVTIS Web Interface. AAMVA refers to this as the State Web Interface (SWI).

**Vehicle Brand Information**

Any brands indicated in this section that are recognized by Texas must be applied to the Texas record, regardless of whether it appears on the surrendered ownership document or not. NMVTIS brands and their Texas equivalent can be found in Chapter 5, Section 5.3 NMVTIS Conversion to Texas Brands.

**Vehicle Theft Information**

Theft data is provided by the National Insurance Crime Bureau (NICB). NMVTIS will display the most current theft record on file with the NICB. The Make and Model Year information displayed in the Vehicle Theft Information area may not match the values displayed on other areas of the report, because the theft information comes from the NICB and is based on the VIN.

When NMVTIS indicates theft information, department procedures for stolen vehicles should be followed to include verification of the active status of the report. It is possible that a theft report has been closed or canceled; however, the indicator may still appear on NMVTIS.

**Note:** Theft Information is only available via the Web Interface for Texas. Theft Information is not transmitted as part of the batch process for daily inquiries.

**Other Vehicle Information**

This area should only contain information when there are multiple, DIFFERENT vehicles with the same VIN. When information appears here, it creates “duplicate VIN pointers.” This means that multiple “valid” titles exist for the same VIN. The only time this is valid is when the vehicle has a pre-1981 and/or has a non-conforming VIN.
For a post 1981 vehicle with a standard, conforming 17-digit VIN, there should never be any information in this area. Any state’s history report that appears in this area for a vehicle with a conforming VIN should be contacted and asked to move their record into history. This request must be coordinated through the TxDMV NMVTIS Helpdesk. When the record that appears in this area is a Texas record, the TxDMV NMVTIS Helpdesk will be able to fix this problem without needing to contact AAMVA or any other states.

**Note:** TxDMV users of the NMVTIS Web Interface that notice a Texas record in this section of the NMVTIS report should notify the TxDMV NMVTIS Helpdesk. Please provide the VIN and indicate there is a possible Duplicate VIN Pointer.

### Jurisdiction Contact Information

This information is available for each state which has applied some title history to the vehicle. Any NMVTIS related inquiries or corrections that are needed from other states must be sent to the TxDMV NMVTIS Helpdesk who will process the necessary corrections, or coordinate such efforts/research with the necessary state.

*Only TxDMV NMVTIS Helpdesk personnel should directly contact another state in regards to NMVTIS or for any other purpose using this contact information.* The TxDMV NMVTIS Helpdesk may be able to resolve many issues without needing to contact another state. NMVTIS states’ procedures dictate that only state Helpdesks, or identified personnel should contact other states.

Likewise, when contacted by another state regarding NMVTIS, instruct the other state to contact the TxDMV NMVTIS Helpdesk. TxDMV NMVTIS Helpdesk information is available to NMVTIS users on each report as well as in a Jurisdictional Contact list.

**Note:** This contact information is strictly for state to state NMVTIS communications and should under no circumstances be provided to anyone outside of the Department. No one outside of TxDMV Helpdesk staff should use this contact information.

### Junk, Salvage, and Insurance (JSI) Information

The JSI information can be of value when trying to determine how or why a state applied a particular brand to a vehicle; however, the JSI and brand information are not always related. It is possible to have brand information with no JSI information or the other way around.

For the purpose of applying brands to Texas records, the JSI information is not used. Texas only will carry forward state indicated brands. The reason why JSI information is not used is because the JSI report usually does not meet the state’s (in which the vehicle was titled at the time of the incident) definition to be branded in a certain way. Insurance companies also have legal obligations to make the necessary reports to those jurisdictions. In many cases the Insurance companies report “SALVAGE” claims to NMVTIS for 40% to 60% claim payouts. The payout meets the insurance companies definition of a “SALVAGE” claim, but not the state’s definition (which in Texas is 100%) to be branded.
JSI information may be used to assist the department in research, or may be of value to a customer; however, if a customer wants to obtain this information, they will need to obtain it from the NMVTIS website at http://www.TxDMV.gov/titlecheck.

Note: Texas Transportation Code 501.09113 provides only for allowing Texas to carry forward brands as reported by other states on ownership documents; therefore, JSI information cannot be used to brand a vehicle unless the report comes directly to Texas and meets the threshold and reporting requirements established by Texas statute.

Transaction Type Codes

These codes describe the method in which the record was added or created on NMVTIS.

- **UA** - Interactive New Title
- **UV** - Interactive Change Title
- **UT** - Interactive Change State of Title
- **15** - Batch Add of Title
- **16** - Batch Modify of Title
- **ZZ** - AAMVA Helpdesk
- **SW** - State Helpdesk

Interactive reports are made by those states that update NMVTIS instantly (in real time) upon title updates. Texas records will show 15, 16, ZZ, or SW only.

Note: The Title Issue Date and the Title Transaction Date will generally vary, particularly for batch states. The Title Issue Date is the date the title was issued, whereas the Title Transaction Date is the date on which the transaction was reported to or modified in NMVTIS.

9.7 Modifications via NMVTIS Web Interface

This section of information is relevant only to TxDMV NMVTIS Helpdesk personnel who have access to the “Helpdesk” functionality of the NMVTIS Web Interface.

State Titling Key

When adding or modifying a Texas record in NMVTIS via the State Help Desk feature, the “State Titling Key:” field should ALWAYS be left blank. Texas does not use a “State Titling Key.”

Odometer Reading

When adding or modifying a Texas record in NMVTIS via the State Help Desk feature and the odometer is “EXEMPT,” enter “EXEMPT” in the “*Odometer Reading:” field; however, leave the “*Unit:” field unchanged (the “*Unit:” field should read “Selections...”). If the Unit field is changed to Miles or Kilometers, NMVTIS will only accept a numerical value and not allow the “EXEMPT” entry.
This chapter contains the following:

- **10.1 Definitions**

## 10.1 Definitions

### AAMVA

American Association of Motor Vehicle Administrators. A tax-exempt, nonprofit organization developing model programs in motor vehicle administration, law enforcement, and highway safety. The association also serves as an information clearinghouse in these areas and acts as the international spokesman for these interests.

AAMVA is the organization responsible for maintaining the National Motor Vehicle Title Information System (NMVTIS).

### Brand Date

The date on which a brand was applied to a vehicle. In Texas this is generally the date the title was issued with a particular value limiting brand.

### BRAND HOLD <date>

A “BRAND HOLD” remark, containing the date the hold was placed on the record, is automatically placed on the record for ALL transactions that receive NMVTIS error #910. See Chapter 2, Section 2.3 BRAND HOLD.

### Brand Pointer

“Points” a VIN to a brand or brands.

### CSOT

*Definition varies depending on context.*

Change State of Title. This means another state is currently in the process of updating NMVTIS with a new title record. This is associated with a state that interfaces with NMVTIS in real time. Texas will interface in a batch format.

Current State of Title. The state that has issued the most recent title.

### Duplicate VIN pointer

NMVTIS “points” the VIN to more than one state as having issued the current (or most recent) title.

Generally caused by data entry errors, fraudulent title documents, or states that did not cancel their title record when the vehicle was retitled in a new state.
A post-1981 vehicle, with a conforming 17-digit VIN, should never have a valid reason to indicate a duplicate VIN Pointer. Pre-1981, non-conforming VINs may have valid duplicate VIN pointers because it may be possible for multiple vehicles to have the same VIN.

**JSI**

Junk, Salvage, and Insurance (JSI) information is reported directly by insurance companies (or some entity acting on their behalf), recyclers, scrap yards, auto auctions, etc. This information is visible on the NMVTIS Web Interface and may be used as a reference; however, title or brand decisions are not made solely based on JSI reporting.

**NMVTIS**

The National Motor Vehicle Title Information System (NMVTIS) is designed to protect consumers from fraud and unsafe vehicles and to keep stolen vehicles from being resold. NMVTIS is also a tool that assists states and law enforcement in deterring and preventing title fraud and other crimes.

**NMVTIS HOLD <date>**

A “NMVTIS HOLD” remark, containing the date the hold was placed on the record, is automatically applied to the record for ALL transactions that have a NMVTIS error. See Chapter 2, Section 2.2 NMVTIS HOLD.

**RTS**

Registration and Titling System. The TxDMV’s central motor vehicle record database. RTS is most commonly used to reference the RTS Point-of-Sale interface (RTS POS); however, most other TxDMV platforms interface with the central RTS database.

**SEW**

Summary, Errors, and Warnings. The SEW file is a file received by the TxDMV to provide a summary of the modifications made to NMVTIS and to highlight any remaining errors and warnings. The SEW file generates a SEW Report which is handled by the TxDMV NMVTIS Helpdesk.

**SOT**

State of Title. This refers to which state NMVTIS indicates has issued the most recent title. This state is referred to as the SOT or current SOT.

**SWI**

State Web Interface. This is known in Texas as the “NMVTIS Web Interface.” See Chapter 9, Section 9.5 NMVTIS Web Interface.
**Title Number**

Texas refers to this as the Document Number (DocNo). Other states refer to this as the Title Number or Control Number. It is the unique identifying number of the title that is used by the issuing State to associate the title to the vehicle. California and New York do not make use of a “Title Number.”

**VIN Pointer**

“Points” the VIN to the current (or most recent) state of title of which NMVTIS has a record.
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